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Assassination 
Informant 
Testifies 
Veneral Disease 
A Serious Threat: 
Students Rights, Loco Parrenttis 
Dominant Them.es At 1Forum. 
Dist. Atty. Jim Garrison.'s "con. 
fidential informant" told a three-
judge district court panel that he 
heard Lee Harvey Oswald and 
Clay Shaw plotting to assassinate 
President John F. Kennedy. 
Perry Raymond Russo, 25, an 
insurance salesman from Baton 
Rouge, stated he- was in the 
apartment of David W. Ferrie 
here in September 1963 and -lis-
tened to a discussion plan to kiil 
Kennedy and make a getaway. 
Epidemic Numbers Being Reached 
by Elise Sokolay 
Venereal disease has become an 
important problem in the last 
decade. The · recent outburst is 
enough to constitute an epidemic, 
said Dr. Richard Murray, Ithaca 
gynecologist. 
disease now occur in the lower 
socio-economic classes, if one 
highly promiscuous college stu-
dent contracted gonorrhea, it 
would, literally, be all over. 
Students' individual rights and 
the extent to which the Admin-
istration should act "in loco pa-
ren tis" were the dominant themes 
at Monday night's poorly attend-
ed Administrative Forum in 
which President Dillingham, Pro-
vost Davies, and Dean Clarke en-
tertained student questions un-
der the moderation of Dr. 
Charles Sackrey. Several times 
during the evening discussion 
moved from the panel to the 
floor to clarify the student-ad-
ministration relationship. Russo testified the plot in-
volved "triangulation of cross-
fire," diversionary shooting, a 
possible flight to Cuba and the 
sacrificing of one man as a scape-
goat to allow others to escape. 
In a recent interview, Dr. Mur-
ray clarified his statement. In the 
1930's, venereal disease was 
brought under control by the 
application of penicillin. Its facts 
were openly taught in schools and 
the services, so that the rate of 
incidence decreased sharply. 
Venereal disease was no longer 
a major problem and the subject 
was no longer stressed. As a re-
sult, the present generation 
knows little about V.D. and the 
rate of incidence bas risen dras-
tically. 
Venereal disease does exist in 
Tompkins county. The number of 
reported cases bas risen so sharp-
ly as to constitute an epidemic. 
College students are not immune. 
It would seem, rather, that they 
have every opportunity to con-
tract venereal disease. Dean Clarke, President Dillingham, Dr. Sackrey, and Provost Davies. 
The forum began as Dean 
Clarke was asked why he called 
a student into his office and 
questioned him about wearing a 
beard and if he thought this 
was consistent with a student's 
individual rights. Clarke replied 
that he was curious to know "why 
someone would want to wear a 
beard" and felt he had the right 
to ask this question of a student. 
Kennedy was killed in Dallas 
on Nov. 22, 1963 - two months 
after the alleged meeting in Fer-
rie's cluttered apartment not far 
from New Orleans' elegant Gar-
den District. 
The now famous Warren Com-
missoin report said Oswald was 
the assassin, and there was no 
credible _ evidence of any con-
spiracy. 
V .D. is considered an epidemic 
because its growth is uncontroll-
able. An epidemic is relative: It 
is measured by the increase of 
cases. One case of typhoid would 
be epidemic whereas five hun-
dred cases_ of flu would not. 
Mrs. Dillingham 
Invited To Show 
Work In Spain 
by Karen Chapman 
Mro Fitzgerald Resigns 
To Join Brockport Staff The Dean stated it would be 
an infringement of student rights 
bad he said you cannot wear a 
beard. It is not against the rules 
to wear a beard. 
Mrs. Howard Dillingham has 
been invited by Mr. Vaquero Tur-
cios, a famous painter and sculp-
tor, to show her paintings in 
Segovia, Spain, this summer. Mr. 
Turcios was very impressed with 
Mrs. Dillingham's work when he 
visited the area to lecture a few 
years ago. 
by Barbara Ste-in 
Of the three -alleged conspira-
tors, only Shaw is alive. Oswald 
was killed by Jack Ruby two days 
after the assassination, and Fer-
rie died in bed in New Orleans 
Feb. 22. 
Shaw has consistenUy denied 
taking part in any conspiracy to 
kill the President, and the attor-
ney general in Washington said 
the FBI investigated Shaw late 
in 1963 and cleared him of any 
link to the assassination. 
Russo, a part-time college stu-
dent who lives with his younger 
brother near the campus of Lou-
isiana State University was de-
scribed as· "a nice young kid" 
by a neighbor. 
Assembly Passes Bill 
For Festival Center 
There are a relatively small 
percentage of cases among college 
students. According to Dr. Alex-
ander, deputy Director of the 
Cornell Health Service, a case 
of V.D. on the Cornell campus 
is a "rare event." Yet venereal 
disease does occur among college 
students. There are no reliable 
figures, since an infected student 
does not necessarily go to the 
University Health Service or to a 
local doctor, but a number of 
cases have been reported. 
Dr. Murray stressed that the 
potential for a great increase in 
the number of cases exists on 
any college campus. While . the 
peak of illegitimate births is at 
17 years of age, that of venereal 
disease is at 22-college age: 
Also, college students have a 
great deal of sexual freedom. Al-
though most cases of venereal 
She will be the guest of the 
Turcioses and will stay at a beau-
tiful Gothic home with Roman 
foundations overlooking the Cas-
tillan plain. Mrs. Dillingham 
plans to make the trip June 10th 
and will return on July 10th. 
President Dillingham will join 
her there for a two week stay. 
Mrs. Dillingham is very busy 
preparing for the trip. She is 
furiously painting in the morn-
ings and is tutored in Spanish 
by a Castilian instructor three 
afternoons a week. She anxiously 
looks forward to visting Segovia, 
an enchanting city full of his-
torical points of interest and Ro-
manesque and Gothic architec-
ture. 
Reporters Clash 
With Spain Police 
As Students Riot 
(Overseas Press Bulletin) 
MADRID-Three foreign -cor-
respondents were severely beaten 
by the Spanish riot police while 
attempting to cover the student-
police clash on the University of 
Madrid campus on Jan. 30th. 
The correspondents were Aldo 
Trippini, UPI Manager for Spain; 
Joost de Ruiter, correspondent of 
Die Telegraph, Amsterdam; and 
Andrew Tarnowski, of Reuters. 
On Feb. 1 Trippini was hospital-
ized for two days for kidney 
damage and concussion suffered 
during the attack. 
The authority to lend $4 • mil-
lion to the Center for Arts at 
Ithaca for construction of the 
Festival Theater building was 
given to the State Dormitory 
Authority in a bill passed Mon-
day by the N.Y. State Assembly. 
Pats Tailor Shop 
The Board of the Association of 
Foreign Correspondents in Spain 
"protested energetically" to the 
Ministry of Information against 
this "brutal attack." 
The Board later expressed "in-
dignation" over the police deten-
tion of two American radio-tele-
vision correspondents--Harry A. 
Debelius, Chief Correspondent in 
Spain for the American Broad-
casting Co., and Alvin Rosenfeld, 
The dormitory authority will 
decide whether to lend the money 
on the basis of the financial mer-
its of the proposal. 
Contributions from over 800 
sources now total $1.3 million for 
the theater center. Cornell Uni-
versity and Ithaca College have 
promised income toward the the-
ater under leasing arrangements. 
Commencement Comm. 
Formed for May 20 
A Committee on Commence-
ment Arrangements at Ithaca 
College for 1967 has been formed 
under the direction of Richard 
H. Comstock. The committee will 
be responsible for planning the 
commencement ceremonies which 
this year will take place on Sat-
urday, May 20. 
The committee members are 
Prof. Walter Beeler, Prof. Louis 
DeLanney, Margaret Gibson, Prof. 
John Harcourt, George Herren, 
Vivian Laube, Prof. Homer Merri-· 
field, Perry Noun, Prof. John Og-
den, John Potter and Robert 
Regala. Two students from the 
graduating class, John Pieper and 
Victoria Werder, will also serve. 
To Open In Dor~ 12 
by J. Boyd Pearson 
It was announced today that 
Pats Tailor Shop operated by 
Patsy Giannone, and located at 
the foot of Aurora Street, across 
from Travelers Hotel, will be 
located on the ground floor of 
dorm 12 beginning April 3. 
Work on the necessary altera-
tions has already begun and is 
expected to be completed over 
spring vacation. 
Mr. Giannone will be acting as 
manager of the Ithaca College 
facility. He will offer a com-
plete tailoring and mending serv-
ice to students as well as an on 
campus pressing service. 
The dry cleaning will be done 
by Wyllie, Cornell, Petrillose, and 
Fletcher Dry Cleaners. Students 
will be able to choose the clean-
ers they want and all prices will 
be the same between each com-
pany. The students will benefit 
greatly since each service will 
have to compete with quality and 
speed. 
Patsy Giannone 
Ben Light, Secretary of Ithaca 
College, stated that because of 
these new services a few student 
jobs will be available. Mr. Light 
also said that this service will 
the National Broadcasting Com-
pany's Chief of Madrid Bureau-
and their film crews for more 
than two hours on Feb. 6 for try-
ing to film the campus of the Uni-
versity of Barcelona, then closed 
as a disciplinary measure after 
a student strike. 
In a statement on Feb. 8 the 
Board "noted with regret that 
within one week no fewer than 
five correspondents in Spain have 
been bodily attacked or de-
tained" despite the fact that they 
had provided the police with iden-
tification as foreign correspond-
ents. 
The Board statement said there 
was an "urgent necessity" that 
the police respect credenij.als 
issued by the Ministry of Informa-
tion. 
The Jan. 30th incident took 
place a few minutes after the 
three newsmen had identified 
themselves satisfactory to the 
police on the Madrid campus. An additional and previously 
unannounced shoe repair pick up 
service will also be offered. Both 
Fontana and Cosentini shoe re-
pair will have daily pickups. 
be offered during the summer --------------
months, in effect being a year 
round service. 
\ 
Joke of tho Week 
Yesterday's Snow 
Gregory FitzGerald, Director 
of Composition and Associate 
Professor of English, has re-
signed his position on the Ith-
aca College faculty as of the 
end of this academic year. Mr. 
FitzGerald has accepted the po-
sition of Director of Creative 
Writing at the State University 
of New York College at Brock-
port. He stated that this posi-
tion "is more consistent with 
my interests." He will also be 
able to teach courses that he 
has Jong wanted to, such as "The 
Short Story" and "Studies in 
Satire," which he has not been 
able to teach here. Mr. FitzGer-
ald's ambitions at Brockport are 
to enlarge the creative writing 
program so that it will become at 
least regionally well known along 
the lines of the University of 
Iowa's Writers' Workshop pro-
gram. In addition Mr. FitzGerald 
will soon publish part of his Ph.D 
dissertation on the subject of 
satiric technique in Wisconsin 
English Studies. Also, he is in 
the process of editing and com-
piling a collection of satiric short 
stories both of his own and of 
other authors. 
Dean Clarke stated that he 
felt it was not the right of any 
student to "carry his comport-
ment the way he wants". He 
went on, "I lvie by the laws and 
expect him (the student) to live 
by the same rules and regula-
tions." 
In response to a question con-
cerning the suppression of free-
dom involved in his censorship 
of the article on abortion which 
was to have appeared in THE 
ITHACAN two years ago Presi-
dent Dillingham stated that the 
responsibility for the conduct of 
the college rests on the Board 
of Trustees. "I am charged with 
determining in certain instances 
what the policy of the board is. 
The President indicated that in 
suppressing this article he was 
executing such charge. 
Mr. Fitzgerald received his 
Bachelor's degree at Boston Uni-
versity and his Master's at Mid-
dlebury College, a Certificate in 
German from the Goethe Insti-
tute in Germany and expects to 
acquire his Ph.D. at the Univer-
sity of Iowa this summer. 
l\Ir. FitzGerald, who has been 
at Ithaca College since the fall 
of 1965, elaborated on the fresh-
man composition program and its 
changes in the past year. He 
enjoys teaching freshmen, but 1 
believes a teacher needs the 
stimulation of teaching other 
groups as well. He claims to have 
enjoyed bis administrative work 
more than teaching, because 
some assignments must be "less 
than exciting." Realizing that it 
is difficult to teach expository 
writing, he is not convinced 
"that the lecture method is a 
suitable way to teach freshman 
composition" or that he has been 
very successful at teaching it. 
Part of this problem has been 
rectified by an open cut system, 
which minimizes distractions 
both for the instructors and for 
A discussion erupted on the 
floor over the conflict of "being 
in the education business and the 
business of education." Dean 
Newsome pointed out that he 
averaged one call or letter a day 
from a parent who bad been 
upset by their child's calling 
home to say things weren't going 
well. 
Dr. Dillingham spoke out in 
characterizing the administrative 
efforts to prompt rather than 
restrict the growth of the stu-
dent, "We are not nearly as strict 
as you might suppose. The sort of 
com·crsations we are having 
(Continued on page 8) 
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Mu Phi E psi Ion 
Spring R.ecitcu8 
On April 5th 
1:::s Pfff N·G~'.\lt~1~~~~ Forensics Association 
r·::· .· \ ~ · -: ·o· ,\ ·.: · .. · '$tt~~j~~ Active Intercollegiately 
\ ·. > · · · · · :· ": < ·, ,;.:,i;1\'::'.',:-:~:;,;<S:-:· :f>?c"' <{ ;~/1 The Ithaca College Forensic carried the majority and on the 
! '.: ·· ' · ,.>t. • ·· · , .. ~&/t'·{:··~"' ·t·~· ·' './1 Association has been active in floor of the Congress where the 
Student Gov't. 
Executive Committee: Execu. 
tive Committee will handle all 
publicity for the up coming elec. 
tions. 
The sisters of Mu Phi Epsilon 
are presenting their annual 
spring recital on April fifth at 
8:15 in Ford Hall Auditorium. 
:: ~ ·,,:; j intercollegiate events in the past Ithaca College bill was the ma-
t ,. 1~ /: J few weeks. jo~ity bill from the draft com- Dean Morgan, Dr. Karam and Corky Dietz are making a tour 
of the campus to determine the 
hazards on campus. 
! "· ,1 The weekend of February 24 rruttee. It was passed by the Con-[.·. '. ·z and 25, four debators traveled gress. Rita Hoffman and Lin~a 
The program includes -
Aria a 2 airs "Eginhard" by 
Telemann 
i., '•J to RIT for the annual Parllamen- Sardella were re-elected to therr I · · :,y; tary Debate Tournament. Linda positions for next year and Bobbi 
i' Sardella Rita Hoffman Mary Darwin was elected alternate 
Treasurer's Report: There is 
$790 balance for Student Con. 
gress. i: Galli ar:d Bobbi Darwin' partici- committee chairman. Bobbi Dar-I pated in the mock British parlia- win also came in fourth in the Laura Rosenthal-soprano 
Virginia Knowles--soprano 
Evalie Ore-flute 
i mentary debate. Out of 13 schools, gavel girl humorous speaking 
Mary Galli and Rita Hoffman event. Rita Hoffman came in 
placed 5th in the debate compe- fourth in persuasive speaking. 
tition. Linda Sardella and Rita A team of novice debaters trav-
Hoffman competed for the Speak- eled to a tournament at Brook-
er of the House position for next lyn College on March 10-11. Mary 
year's tournament; Rita Hoffman Galli and Mary Singleton Barr 
came in second. went as the affirmative team and 
. M.G.B.: A straw vote was taken 
m Congress to determine the feel. 
ing of members concerning hav-
ing the Men's Dorms remain open 
once a month. The opening will 
J;UD similar to the girls' dorms 
the hours for the opening would 
be 3-5 p.m. The vote was unani-
mous in favor of the M.G.B. mo. 
tion. 
Lorna Rea--0boe 
Kathleen Foltz--cello 
Susan Jones--continuo 
Sonata for Bassoon and String 
trio by Franz Danzi 
Julie Green-bassoon 
Lonnie Otzen-violin 
Joanne Miro-viola 
Roberta Recchia--ccllo 
Petite Suite (one piano-four 
hands) by Claude Debussy 
Susan Kreischer 
Carol Bennett 
The annual Joseph F. O'Brien Dave Klein and Susan Kaplan on 
Debater's Congress at Penn State the negative side. 
University was held this year Pi Kappa Delta, the honorary 
from March 2-4. Linda Sardella speech fraternity associated with 
went as recording secretary and Forensics, ·will be traveling to 
Rita Hoffman as second vice Whitewater, Wisconsin over 
president. Bobbi Darwin, chair- spring vacation to participate in 
man, Mary Galli and Cheri the semi-annual national conven-
Dinckens went on the debate tion which will be held this year 
proposition committee. Steve at the University of Wisconsin 
Bethell, chairman, Marty Waring at Whitewater. The members who 
W.G.B.: The W.G.B. represent. 
ative announced that for Sprin" 
Weekend all girls can have n~ 
curfew. 
I.F.C.: I.F.C. is helping the Ju. 
nior Class make preparations for 
Spring Weekend. I.F.C. is also 
preparing for their annual ban. 
que~ held for all the new and 
old members. Sonata No. 3 for three celli 
by J. S. Bach 
Roberta Recchia 
Kathleen Foltz 
David Howard 
by Eric Shepard and Mike Miller were on the will be going include Linda Sar-
lt was learned by the ITHACAN that over half of the military draft committee. Mike della, Rita Hoffman, Mike Miller, 
complete Spring Weekend tickets were sold Monday of this Miller was the delegation chair- Cheri Dinckens, Lesley Jarema, 
\\'eek, the first day they were offered. man. Ithaca College proved strong Karen Ehrlich and advisor, Chris-
' \u in b.oth committees where they tine Berlin. Peter Burrell, Spring \Veekend Chairman, stated, ',vc 
Constitutional Evaluation Com. 
mittee: It was moved and sec-
onded that Student Congress ac. 
cept the new constitution with 
any deletions and additions ii 
necessary. The motion was passed 
and the Constitution was tabled 
for 3 weeks when it will be dis. 
cussed. 
can't guarantee that there will be many tickets left after this Regina Coeli by W. A. Mozart -
K. 276 for orchestra and chamber 
chorus 
Don Mealy conducting 
Our clarinet choir and wood-
wind quintet will also be per-
forming. 
week." He went on to emphasize that Ithaca College students 
should buy their tickets now in order to get the best possible 
location for. the Sammy Davis Jr. Concert. 
Latin American Paintings 
On Exhibit At Art Museum 
Spanish Art School in Seqouia 
Offers Varied Summer Program Spring Weekend Committee: Pete Burrell announced that a booklet is to be published to 
give general information concern-
ing the weekend. Students are 
urged to buy their full weekend 
tickets this week before they are 
sold to the general public the 
week before the weekend. This is 
to be a BIG Weekend and all are 
asked to support the Juniors by 
buying weekend tickets. 
to ex-
to all 
Mu Phi Epsilon wishes 
tend a cordial invitation 
students and faculty. 
Representatives Attend 
Urban All airs Conference 
Eighteen well-known artists 
from Central and South America 
are represened in the current 
."Latin American Paintings" ex-
hibition at the Ithaca College 
Museum of Art. 
Cardinal," oil, and Ramon Begara-
Grez, "Structure," oil. The other 
artists represent Colombia, En-
rique Grau, "Young Girl," oil, 
and Omar Rayo, "Precocious 
Drawing," oil. 
Nine students and a member of 
faculty represented Ithaca Col-
lege at the fifth annual intercol-
legiate Conference on Urban Af-
fairs which was held, March 2-5, 
at Long Island University. 
This is the third year Ithaca 
College has been represented at 
the annual conference which was 
organized for the first time in 
1963. The purpose of the confer-
ence is to provide a forum for 
the discussion of some of the 
problems found in our nation's 
metropolitan areas. 
Those attending the conference 
were Stewart Whitney, Assistant 
Professor of Sociology, Christine 
Donovan, Louise Friend, Breuda 
Jorgensen, Robert Lorenz, Leslie 
Osterweil, Kathryn Russel, Chris-
tine Sims, Patricia Thompson and 
Kathy Vincent. 
The program this year is in-
cluded lectures, discussions and 
field trips. Dr. Joan Gottmann 
discussed "The Concept of the 
Megalopolis" which, according to 
Professor Whitney, was one of 
the highlights of the conference. 
This years' conference attracted 
students and faculty members 
from more than 78 colleges and 
universities throughout the United 
States and Canada 
All 18 have participated in 
either one-man or group shows or 
both in this country and Europe, 
or in their native lands. 
The exhibition is a small survey 
of contemporary Latin American 
art, and was arranged through the 
cooperation of the Pan-American 
Union, Washington, D.C. 
The 18 artists have employed 
a variety of materials in their 
paintings, including oils, acrylic 
and mixed media. 
Argentina is represented by 
four artists, Vicente Forte, "Bird 
and Flowers," oil; Federico Mar-
tino, "Tiempisimo," oil; Rogelio 
Polesello, "Vibration," acrylic; 
and Carlos Squirru, "Christian 
Cross," oil. 
Chile is represented by two 
artists: Rodolfo Opazo, "The 
Summer Cou,ses 
Announced 
by Robert Makitten 
This year's summer session at 
Ithaca College is offering a wide 
variety of courses on both the 
undergraduate and graduate lev-
els. 
Included in the list of under-
graduate are those in account-
ing, art, biology, chemistry, 
drama, economics, education, 
english, history, humanities, 
math, modern foreign languages, 
philosophy, political science, psy-
chology, sociology, speech, speech 
pathology and audiology, TV-
Radio and physical education. 
Another country represented 
by two artists is Venezuela. They 
are Elsa Gramcko. "No. 20," 
acrylic, and Humberto Jaimes-
Sanchez, untitled oil. 
Other countries represented in-
clude Brazil, Manabu Mabe, 
"White Abstraction," oil; Costa 
Rica, Carlos Poveda, "The Rat," 
drawing; Ecuador, Anibal Vil-
lacis, "White Transparency," 
mixed media; El Salvador, Mau-
rice Augilar, "Bottle and Glass," 
mixed media; Guatemala, Rodolfo 
l\mshaan, "Cosmic Nature," col-
lage.· 
Also Nicaragua, Alejandro 
Arostegui, "Portrait of a Young 
Man," mixed media; Panama, 
Guillerma Trujillo, "Poets Con-
versation," oil; and Peru, Fer-
nando De Szyszlo, untilted oil. 
Be Creative- Start Now 
Enter Student Art Show 
by Alan Hyman 
The Student Art Show at Ith-
aca College will be held in the 
Union Lobby from April 8 until 
May 1. Entry blanks must be sub-
mitted to the Union office by 
March 23 at the latest. Rules and 
information may be obtained at 
the Union. The categories will 
include "Paintings", "Photogra-
phy", Sculpture", and "Mobiles". 
Only I.C. students are eligible 
for entry. All entries must be 
in a finished state, readied for 
hanging, and labeled, according 
to instructions and must follow 
all rules set up. 
by Karen Chapman 
Students interested in art have 
the opportunity to study abroad 
this summer in Segovia, Spain. 
The ARCOS School of Art-Se-
govia is offering summer courses 
in advanced painting, advanced 
drawing, waterpainting, oil paint-
Madrid with frescoes. Other fac-
ulty members will include a great 
Spanish ceramist, one of the best 
abstract sculptors, the best 
bronze casting man and the best 
stained glass technician. 
The school itself is housed in 
an old fifteenth century build-
ing, advanced sculpture, art his- ing and faces the impressive Cas-
tory, Spanish culture and civili- titian plain and some of the old-
zation and Spanish language- est historical monuments of the 
and all of the courses are con- city. Dormitory facilities are in 
ducted in English. The major a renovated old Spanish home 
courses--those in painting and like a castle. 
sculpture-are designed for "stu- Two four week sessions are of-
dents with extensive experience fered; the first, May 29th through 
in the field of his choice that will June 27th, the second, July 3rd 
allow him to achieve advanced through August 1st. A student 
creative work." The minor cours-
es in Spanish culture, History of 
Art, etc. are courses "to supple-
ment the adequate cultural back-
may register for either or both 
sessions. During the four week 
session students will enroll in a 
major course (three hours credit) 
ground for the major courses as plus two other minor courses 
well as to give the artist a broad- (two hours credit). The cost for 
ened knowledge of art." 
The faculty and staff of AR-
COS School are composed of 
world-famous artists and sculp-
tors. The Director of the school 
and professor of painting and 
architecture, Joaquin Vaquero, 
has exhibited in the most impor-
tant cities of the world and is 
a member of San Luca Academy 
of Rome-only three other art-
ists belong to that academy; Pi-
casso, Miro, and Dali. Vaquero 
one session . is six hundred dol-
lars, which includes full-time in-
structiqn, room and board, mu-
sewn visits, cultural trips and 
other cultural activities and a 
public exhibit organized by the 
school 
For additional information, 
contact Professor Hushang Bahar, 
Job Administration building -
the deadline is the first week of 
April. 
Tutorial Committee: Forms for 
those interested in tutoring next 
year will be available in the 
Union at the end of the Semester. 
This will enable 1he tutors to 
begin working as soon as we re-
turn to school in the Fall. Forms 
will also be available in the Fall. 
UPI-By the way, do you know 
why soft drinks are often called 
"Pop?" 
Soft drinks are referred to as 
"Pop" because of the noise that 
used to occur when caps were 
removed from bottles (according 
~ the World Book Encyclopedia). 
Quality 
Custom Framing 
<Jl,e, ~e Sltop 
Dry mounting - Picture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
Charles B0ykin'11 
Body Shop 
Radiator-Body Werk-Glau 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY AT THE 
FREE ESTIMATES 
BOXCAR 
DIME DRAFTS - 8 a.m. - noon 
TWO ROCK 'N ROLL BANDS 
Continuous music from 12 noon - 6 p.m. 
Featuring--Otis and the All Night Workers 
The Oz and Ends 
Route 13 and Dryden Road Graduate courses are offered 
in Speech Pathology and Audiol-
ogy, Health and Physical Edu-
cation, Driver Education and 
Music. 
There is no entry fee nor is 
any percentage of a sale price 
taken by the Union. 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 oo· 00 
Have You 
Given? 
Of special interest are two 
travel courses, one concerning 
Special education in Europe and 
the other Music In Europe. Both 
courses involve a two month tour 
of selected European cities and 
are worth 6-8 credit hours each. 
It is urged that all students 
interested in any of the summer 
courses apply early to avoid be-
ing left out. Information and ap-
plications for all courses can be 
obtained from your advisor or at 
the registrar's office in Job Hall. 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 Lanes to Servo You 
lde1s Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falls Road 
AR 3-4111 
COOK-GAUNTLE'IT · 
AGENCY1 INC. 
World-Wide 
Travel Service 
207 N. Aurora 
AR 3-3073 
AT 
WEBSTER~S LAUNDRY 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
AR 2-3460 
COIN-OP & SERVICE 
LAUNDRY & CLEANING 
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY SERVICE 
Protest Singers Protest 
ManEater, Wed., Feb. 22 -
I'm black, dear God, it's hard. 
It's long and dusty, bot and hard. 
Oh, Jesus God, I'm sick as hell 
and nauseous and have athlete's 
foot. 
I'm black, dear God, it's hard -
on the chain gang ... 
The above is an original com-
position written expressly for this 
column. It is a protest song. It is 
written to protest ... something. 
It is to be sung by a singer of 
protest songs. 
Protest singers protest 
things. They usually sing about 
Negroes and poverty and strife 
and this evil, cruel and unfair 
world-and that ain't easy when 
you're white and making $6,00C, 
a week. 
York ... but he had to leave the 
luxurious confines of the SAM 
house at the University of Minne-
sota to get there. 
Joan Baez is another protest 
singer. She sings much the same 
type of song as Dylan- except 
she usually tacks some implica-
tion of sexual abuse onto her 
songs. Now, whether Joan has 
been sexually abused is irrele· 
vant. 
The point is, according to her 
press.men, she has seen all that 
she and Dylan sing of, and con-
tinues to do so . . . though at 
the present time she could prob-
ably buy the luxurious confines 
of the SAM house-if not the 
entire University of Minnesota. 
concentrated on goold old.fash-
ioned money making. 
Even Bitter-Bob seems to be 
"bopping up" his tunes and lean-
ing toward the now-popular folk-
rock sound, and Joanny B. in her , 
own little non-conforming way is 
following suit. 
So, chalk-up protest singing to 
a stage in American musicana 
rather silly stage " ... full of 
sound and fury, signifying noth-
ing and composed by nobody's 
fool ... " 
Integrator, Tuesday, Feb. 28 
The period of public mourning 
over the death of God seems to 
have passed; a big thing in re-
ligious symbols is not a Yellow 
Submarine, the Holy Trinity has 
become a quartet, and the Al-
leluia Chorus requires an elec· 
tric guitar. 
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BOB DYLAN is a protest singer 
he sings of being down and out 
in the gutters of New York and 
feeling the world heavy on his 
heart. Bob Dylan has been -down 
and out in the gutters of New 
Within the last several months 
however, the trend has moved 
away from protestation. Singers 
like Donov:rn (Carnaby Street's 
one-name answer to Rudy Vallee) 
and the Mamas and Papas have 
turned from folking-around aµd 
Needless to say this is the Year 
of Our Lord - 1967, B.C. - B.C. 
being, of course, Beatie Century. 
(Continued on page 9) 
Stockholm . Kyndel Quartet 
Miss Chemung Valley Flnalis!-(1. to r.) first row: Betty Lesser, IC; Cindy Judd, IC; Alice Cohen, IC; 
Sharon PortE;r, Horsehe'ads Hight Horseh~ds, N. Y.; Lee Cantwell, IC. Back row: Lisa Hardies, Elmira 
College, Elmira, N. Y.; Karen Y11nter, Elmira Southside, Elmira, N. Y.; Alexis Wada, IC; Becky Askin, 
IC; Carol Kern, IC; Janet Rach1atore, IC; Helen Clark, IC; Sue Simmons, IC; Sue Ramocki, IC; Janet 
Graham, !C. 
Next On Blue Concert Series Vacation INlotes 
by Alan Hyman Dean Newsom announced last 
week that the midterm grades 
of all students in the College of 
Arts and Sciences will be mailed 
home during the vacation period. 
Parents will probably receive 
their copy during the second 
week of the vacation. 
ANYONE WHO FINDS IT 
NECESSARY TO REMAIN IN 
THE DORMITORIES DURING 
ANY PORTION OF THE SPRING 
VACATION SHOULD NOTIFY 
THE HOUSING OFFICE, JOB 
HALL, IN ORDER TO MAKE 
THE APPROPRIATE ARRANGE-
MENTS. 
Journalism Awards Given 
Two N.Y. H.S. Papers 
The third concert in the Blue 
Series will be held on Tuesday, 
April 4 at 8:15 in Ford Hall with 
the Stockholm Kyndel Quartet 
performing. Appearing with the 
group will be Konrad Ragossnig, 
classical guitarist. 
the ensemble began his devotion 
to chamber music when he was 
just a child. 
satisfied in body and soul." 
New York City - Two New 
York State High School newspa-
pers have won awards for out· 
standing journalistic achieve-
ment. The program for the Stockholm Kyndel Quartet is: 
The awards were presented to· 
day by the American Newspaper 
Publishers Association and the 
Columbia Scholastic Press Asso-
ciation at a luncheon in New 
York City. 
Ragossnig's first visit to the 
United States came when he 
was only 17 years old. He ap-
peared throughout the United 
States and Canada as Classical 
Guitarist with an Austrian cham-
ber musical ensemble made up 
of students who were invited to 
tour North America on a good 
will tour. 
Otto Kyndel, the founder of 
The New York critics comment-
ed about the group on a recent 
tour, "The audience who attend-
ed the concert . . . received a 
rare treat by this very outstand-
ing group of musicians. 
"The pianissimos and exactness 
required in string ensemble play-
ing were out of this world. A 
spontaneous ovation given after 
each work testified to the en- . 
thusiasm by the over all large 
audience: 
"It was a memorable evening 
and one returned homewards well 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Clay Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
!BADGES- FAVORS- MUGS-TROPHDIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
!FREE RIDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'$ SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups c,g 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup sorvico. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSID~ 
R E ·s T A U R. A N T 
Elmira Road and Meadow St. 
whero tho GOOD food b 
Quartet in F minor, Op. 95 
Allegro con brio 
Allegretto ma non troppo 
Allegro assai vivace ma serioso 
Larghetto espressivo - Alle-
gretto agitato - Allegro 
Lyric Suite for String Quartet 
Allegretto gioviale 
Andante amoroso 
Allegro misterioso 
Adagio appasionato 
Presto delirand0-Largo deso-
lato 
Guitar Quintet 
Lento e sognanto 
Andante 
Scherzo: Leggiero e dansante 
Vivo e impetuso 
Tickets for the concert are 
$1.50 for students, $2.00 for fac-
ulty and staff, and $2.50 for the 
general public, 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
V 
IHIUCKJEY1 $ 
MUSDC STORlE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
The award for best special fea-
ture story went to the staff of 
The Orange-the paper of White 
Plains High School in Westches-
ter County. Far Rockaway High 
School,. in Queen County, won 
the award for best editorial. It 
was presented to Howard Lem-
berg of the student paper-The 
Chat. 
The Executive Director of the 
New York Journal Tribune-
Herbert Kamm presented the 
awards and addressed to some 
5-thousand student journalists. 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Auroro St. 
272 8184 
OFFICIAL ITHACA COLLEGE 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
RINGS 
1 OK Ladies ..........••...•.................. $32.95 
1 OK Men's .............•...................... $35.95 
PINS 
SS .................................................... $7.95 
lOK .............................................. $18.00 
14K .............................................. $22.00 
Frank Hammer's 
Altman & Green Jewelers 
144 E. State St. 
Keuka College To Offer 
Summer Session in Berlin 
by Barbara Stein 
Female students are eligible to in Berlin the student will carry 
take part in the Keuka College out investigations such as visiting 
Summer Seminar program in Ber- pertinent institutions, calling on 
lin this summer. The group will competent people, or working in 
fly from New York on June 22 libraries. After returning to 
and return on August 17. The Keuka, the student will turn in 
program includes a five week her written report. Two field 
seminar and a three week period credits will be earned upon satis-
for independent travel at the factory completion of the Semi-
end of the summer. nar projects. 
Each student is expeceted to The students will live at the 
have completed the equivalent of "Wannseeheim fur Jugendorbeit" 
Intermediate German and to dem- for the five weeks. 
onstrate competence in the lang- The round trip flight is approx-
uage. Before leaving each student imatcly $400. Room and board in 
will have decided upon a research Berlin is 8100, and expenses in 
project pertaining to her major Berlin, including the seminar fee, 
or special field of interest. While i is $150. 
The Week in Science 
by Al Rossiter - UPI 
;\Jore than s\x ,veeks have passed since fire broke out in 
Apollo One and killed Astronauts Virgil Grissom, Edward \Yhite 
and Roger Chaffee. 
Yet, the capsule in which they died remains verv much a 
part of a probe trying to find out exactly what hap-pened. 
. T~e cause of the 1!1fcrno is a mystery. But enough is known 
to md1cate that the first manned Apollo launch probabh· will 
slip into 1968. If that happens, the effort to land men on the 
moon before 1970 will be in serious jeopardy. 
. . The-scorched spacecraft is perched on a bright blue mount 
ms.1de t~e gray, ~angar-like moonport building, undergoing a 
pamstakmg exammauon by technicians at Cape Kennedy. 
!'v1uch of the charred equipment carried in the nation's first 
"~an-rated" moonship is now laid out piece-by-piece on make-
shift tables at one end of the cavernous building for scrutinv 
by experts. ' 
To one si?e of the smoke-darkened capsule is a spacecraft 
mockup showmg how Apollo One looked before the inferno 
broke out during a routine launch pad test. To another side is 
a sister ship being used for companson during the long disassem-
bly process. 
The Apollo One and the remains of its insides are displayed 
for a sel~t few. ~ey are in the scaled and guarded spacecraft 
preparation buildmg located about fi\·c miles from the launch 
pad where the accident occurred. 
Th~ moon~hip spent three days in the structure last August 
undero-01~g weight and balance checks to start a long senes of 
tests designed to lead up to launch of an arbital shakedown run 
February 21st. 
It came back to the build in!); February I 7th and since then 
has been dissected by investigators searchino- for clues to the 
source of the fire. Evidence ~o far indicates"that an electrical 
malfunction of some type touched off the blaze in the lower 
left hand corner of the cabin. 
That area ?f the cockpit is now a mass of bits and picrt'S 
of c_harred debr.1s. All the gear that was stored in the left hand 
eqmpn:ient sect10n .has be.en removed ... including the oxygen 
breathmg and coolmg unit that had proved troublesome in the 
past. 
The cabin still bears the unmistakable odor of the ra\·;ic,e 
of fire. The entire interior of the craft is blackened. It is conr;d 
with soot dcp~sited by thick smoke that developed when mueh 
of the oxygen m the capsule was sucked out of a gaping hole as 
the capsule burst under tremendous pressure. 
Little white tags, apparently marking places \\ here imtru-
ments have been removed, dangle from the top and sides of the 
spacecraft interior. A floor is suspended from struts that once 
held the three astronaut couches to give investigators acc,'ss 
to the cabin without disturbing the spacecraft floor. 
BUY YOUR WEEKEND TICKET! 
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Editorials - ... 
IHlow Do You IF.it Ht? 
Seven, not to call them boys, but near men 
get into a fight. It happens on a collCf!;e cam-
pus. The rules of the college had been vi?lated. 
Who is to judge the severity of the mf~ac-
tion? Who is to say how harsh the punish-
ment? More important, who is to judge the 
validity of the several conflicting reports? 
Last weekend such a fight occurred on the 
Ithaca College campus. No matter what the 
facts, such immature actions can not be con-
doned. No one was really right or wrong. 
What is now at stake is the right of the 
students to a fair punishment, one which fits 
the crime. Also at stake is the college pub; a 
right and a privilege. 
When the pub was opened last year it 
marked the culmination of a great student 
effort, sweat, and a dream. The insurmount-
able dream of a Walter Mitty became a real-
ity. 
One year later a new class, one which had 
never known that dream, has taken it for 
granted. 
Did anyone ever stop to realize that almost 
a thousand freshman, recent products of the 
high school atmosphere and the limited privi-
leges of the home environment might not un-
derstand that the use of the pub facilities is a 
privilege? 
At Monday evening's Administrative Forum 
the college dormitories received considerable 
discussion. 
Not the buildings themselves, but the resi-
dents. Not only the Quad and High Rise 
dorms, but the so-called intensive study units 
also. 
l\fany students complained that it was im-
possible to study in the living units. Why? 
The answer may lie in the fact that the 
college as a whole is operating under a serious 
fallacy. 
The students of Ithaca College are g1vmg 
our beloved campus, faculty, administration, 
and buildings and grounds department a brief, 
much needed and deserved rest. We do hope 
however, that in our absence the following 
things will occur and be waiting for us upon 
our return. 
To begin, we hope that the library gets its 
air conditioning unit working and most of all 
more books. Books to do term papers and re-
search project with. We would love to see more 
books! 
Closely behind our first request is the hope 
that all the roads, every campus road in exist-
The punishment doled out for this particu-
lar infraction of the rules jeopardizes the op-
portunity for an education of three of the 
seven students involved. The other four do not 
attend this college and have only their bruises 
as punishment. 
The reigning tribunal, Men's Governing 
Board, admittedly does not have all the facts. 
They heard the stories of only the three Ithaca 
College students. Thus better than half the 
paritcipants did not testify. 
Of the three stories presented, two conflict. 
Yet, MGB feels they can judge the true from 
the untrue. 
MGB appears to be trying to correct a situ-
ation that may not even exist. Their actions 
seem to indicate that an example needs to be 
made concerning students who fight in the 
pub. 
What took place last Saturday night could 
have occurred anywhere. In the streets of 
Ithaca, at a party at Cornell, or in the Union 
snack bar. In fact, it does happen. 
MGB will not correct the situation in the 
pub by anything they attempt to do to these 
three students. If they sincerely wish to cor-
rect the problem, they must educate the entire 
student body concerning general deportment 
regulations. 
Each living _unit is .i!1 actuality the student's 
home and it 1s unfair to expect the student 
to study in his "home." One of the major rea-
sons why Quarry Dorm is so popular with 
many students is that it allows them to get 
away from the academic surroundings of the 
campus and therefore, to have a real home. 
This may atso be the reason why many stu-
dents desire to live off campus. 
It may be the .responsibility of the dormi-
tory advisor to keep law and order but this 
does not necessarily mean peace and quiet. 
0 0 
ance, will be repaired. That the pot holes 
craters, and puddles will be totally and for-
ever eliminated. 
Aeain it is our fervent hope that all the 
clocks will tell the same and correct time all 
the time, day and night. 
We also hold high hopes that the high rise 
snack bar and Tower Faculty Club will be 
opened on Sunday, April 9. That the pub gets 
the soft drink dispenser installed, that the dry 
cleaning and shoe repair pick up becomes a 
reality, the terrace dining hall gets soda ma-
chines, and finally, all the mud vanishes I I I 
Letters To 
1I'he Editor 
111!1111 phaethori"llare llea-Pllaeihon w1Lo dftlYe llJa ra~. 
car; \Jump he falled. srcatly, 7et ha n11. 
tura4 moro. -0'114 
by Jeffrey Bn,ce Sedwin 
Jimmy Hoffa got his. Exhausting his final legal delays, the All letters submitted to The 
I h b d d union leader. began an eight year sentence for a jury tampering ~ ac;n N must .~ btype_ h:~d conviction last week, ·this marks the fruition of ten years' hard 
signe · ames wi e wit e work by the Justice Department. The tough little hood who 
upon request. hid behind union respectability is where he belongs. Yet James 
All letters become the prop- Hoffa presents a str;ange paradox. He greatly improved the lot 
erty of Th~ Ithacan, and we re- of his union members and set the labor movement back fifteen 
serve the right to refuse to pub- years. 
lish letters submitted to us. Wh k b H T · · · 
, en as ed a, out offa, eamsters will mvanably reply, 
Letters must not exceed 300 'Y ea·h, we know hes crooked, but for every two dollars he took 
words. 
Music Appreciation 
Editor: 
On last Tuesday, a concert 
was presented by the college 
choir. In their program, they sang 
two encores which were beauti-
ful arrangements of folk songs. 
In the Phi Mu Alpha recital last 
week there was presented a per-
cussion number and a lively com-
position I believe was entitled 
"Circus." 
he got us three more." Hoffa was as crooked as they come. His 
ivy league suits didn't hide the gruff Humphrey Bogart diction. 
Yer he spoke the l~guage of the common man identifymg with 
the rank and file. Tliey identified with him, too. It was never 
Mr. Hoffa, always Jimmy. This, as much as anything else, is 
what made· him their leader. 
A leader needs more than character to maintain his position 
however. Hoffa had that, too. To him, the world revolved arounJ 
the Teamster. This parochial view of the labor movement won 
the hearts of over eight- million members. Yet to outsiders he 
represented all that was bad in labor. Here was a two bit punk 
who rose to command forces which could paralyze the nation 
a little tough who bullied the President. The labor movemen~ 
also viewed Hoffa with disdain. His union was ousted from the 
AFL-CIO because of its crookedness. Its disassociation from the 
mainstream didn't weaken it, though. The Teamster's Union 
I have heard many-....people re- flourish~d in its isolation. It also became a symbol of labor 
mark that these numbers were 
their favorite compositions. I also 
agree and feel that more of this 
type of music should be included 
in the Music School's programs. 
There are many people who don't 
attend many concerts because 
they cringe at the thought of 
listening to classical music. If 
more numbers of this larger ap-
peal were presented, I think 
more people would attend and 
thereby be exposed to the class-
ics-and who knows!! Maybe 
they would enjoy them!!! 
Shouldn't this be a goal of 
the music educator? 
Sincerely, 
Terry Clark 
Student Bullies? 
corruption. 
Like other totalitarian regimes the Hoffa administration 
put forth an appearance of sohi:Jarity. Yet this was not alwavs 
the ~ase. Election time invariably brought reports of strong arm 
ta_ct1~s to coer~e delegat~s to vote the party line. Power plays 
w1thm the ruhng council often resembled those in the Soviet 
Union. But Hoffa always remained on top. 
. It~s over now .. The colorful leader of the nation's largest 
1;1m~n ~s safely bchmd bars .. Hoffa's own philosophy of the end 
JUst1fymg the means put him there. The unscrupulous captain 
has been marooned for eight years. But his ship continues to 
sail. We can only hope that from the crew will come a captain 
who will pilot the ship on a less crooked course. 
FROM THE MAILROOM 
by Steve Schiffman 
Once upon a time, there was a giant forest. This forest had 
many thousands of trees, and was considered by some, to be 
the most superior forest in all the land. In the middle of the 
forest, stood a Tree. This tree was so tall that it was difficult 
to see its top. The tree was wide, and its bark was rich and tough. 
The tree was the most superior tree in the most superior of all 
Editor: forests. Therefore, the Tree was the most superior tree any-
Last Saturday night in the pub, where. 
an LC. man and three Cornell The Giant Tree had many branches, which spread out over 
men, guests of the I.C. man, were the forest. The branches had many leaves, which added to its 
attacked by some Ithaca College size. Because of its size, the branches and leaves acted like an 
"students." Two of them were umbrella, catching the rain and sun light; preventing it from 
beaten senseless and the others reaching the smaller trees below. 
had to flee for help. These men· . - . . 
t b th . insultin · This, of course, created a hardship 10 the forest. It meant were no o enng, g or . 
1 kin f tr bl fro that the one great tree could soak up all the water and sun hght. oo g or ou e m anyone. . 
Th nly t · fo The trees below would get nothmg. e o apparen reason r 
their beating was the fact that The smaller trees asked the Giant to give up a little of 
they dressed and looked a little his sunshine'. Th~y ~leaded, and they begged, but the great 
differently prompting s O m e Tree would not give m. 
drunken animals to take it upon The Giant refused. to give an inch of sunlight, or a drop of 
themselves to "mess up the long- water. He was afraid, in a way, that the little trees might grow 
hairs." to over shadow him if they were given the water and sunlight 
Since I arrived at Ithaca Col- they constantly requested. The Tree stood his ground. Strong 
lege I have had drummed into and tall, no one could chaJlenge him. · 
me by faculty and administration One day, a man with an axe entered the forest and chopped 
both, the fact that everyone here the Tree down. 
has a sense of "belonging", a 
sense of "feeling at home" with 
fellow students. This was sup-
posed to be a quality that larger 
universities (like Cornell) did not 
have. When individuals like the 
assaulted ones walk around Cor-
nell they are accepted as mem-
bers of the community. When 
they visit Ithaca they are mocked, 
made fun of, and, yes, beaten. 
Where is Ithaca's sense of be-
longing and understanding? The 
only thing evident is small col-
lege apathy. 
I am sure that the orientation 
speakers were sincere in their 
oaths of "truth, justice, freedom 
and understanding" at LC., but 
it's a pity that all that sincerity 
was wasted on students who 
would seek to harm others for 
exercising their right to individ-
uality. 
We are in college not high 
school. It's about time that the 
majority of the students started 
acting that way. 
Your's truly, 
Robert Makitten 
THE ITHACAN WISHES EVERYONE 
A HAPPY AND RELAXING VACATION! 
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On Wall Street Emphasis C3 The World This editorial is reprinted from The Torch. The student by John Crittendon 
The big news this week is that by June 1, the world's 
rapidly dimmishin~ supply of oil will get a shot in the arm. The 
Great Canadian Oil Sands, Ltd. has announced that operations 
to begin tapping the great oil reserves of the Canadian Nonh 
wilJ commence in three months. This reserve is the famous Atha-
basca Oil Sands. There are an estimated 400 bilJion tons of this 
oil-bearing sand, from which wilJ be taken some 300 billion bar-
rels -of crude oil. The reason that this storehouse has never been 
touched before is the problem of the weather, where the tem-
perature drops to 60 below in the winter. The operation is ex-
pected to include the mining of some 100,000 tons of sand a day, 
yielding about 60,000 barrels of oil a day. The sands lie about 
100 feet below the surfac~ of the ground and continue down 
for another 130 feet. In area, the sands cover some 3,800 acres 
rhat can be commercially ~xtracted, but the entire deposit covers 
a nestimated 30,000 square miles. In terms of how this wilJ 
affect the world market they can be compared to the oil fields 
in the Middle East. Those fields hold about 65 per cent of the 
world's oil, and the Athabasca Sands are larger. It is interest-
ing to note that 1.8 per cent of the outstanding stock in this 
corporation is owned by the Sun Oil Company, USA. 
by Brian Patterson publication of Valparaiso University. 
Emphasis -The Nation 
by John Thompson 
DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS: After weeks of contro-
versy over draft plans, President Johnson last week made public 
his desires for a new draft system. He presented his view to Con-
gress in a special draft message given on March 6. LBJ's main 
recommendation was that the younger eligible men would be 
taken before the older; this younger group would consist pri-
marily of the nineteen-year-old bracket. The President's plans 
would make deferments harder to obtain; those eligible for draft 
deferments would include: · hi~h school students, until their 
graduation or until their twentieth birthday; men needed badly 
by their families; graduate students in medicine or dentistry; re-
servists; and students in officer training programs. The President 
has not yet decided on his position as to college educational de-
ferments. But ,he made it clear that after the exemptions have 
been gra;11~ed, no matter how extensive they _may be, _the rest 
of the eligible men between ages 18 and 35 will be subJect 'to a 
"lottery" dr~ft system. With the draft syst~m as it now st~I?ds 
-that is, with college deferments--two-th1rds of the qualified 
19-year-olds would b~ compelled to serve. Without deferments, 
some three-fifths of the nineteen-year-olds would serve. 
HEIGHTENED CRITICISM ON VIETNAM POLI-' 
CIES came last week as President Johnson explained his rea-
sons for intensifying the action in Nonh Vietnam. In a press 
conference last Thursday he stated: "I have no particular fault 
to find or criticism to make of others. I just must act in the 
light of the information I have, exercise the best judgment I 
can, and do what I think is best for this country." The reason 
the P~sident has not done exactly what his critics say he should 
do is because he has two basic unanswered questions. One-
Would a cease-fire in the bombings really open the way for peace 
talks ( they haven't in the past)? Two-What are the real risks 
involved in cessation of bombing without reciprocal de-escala-
tion on the part of the North? Nobody seems to be able to 
answer these two fundamental questions. Everybody does have 
his own speculations though, including Senator Robert F. Ken-
nedy who contends that a cease in bombing is the only way to 
peace. Kennedy claims that Washington has hardened its terms 
for peace from a year ago. The President seems to feel that the 
previous offers were somewhat lax and has decided to eliminate 
any loopholes in the quest for peace. The fact that Hanoi has 
not agreed to make equal concessions toward peace is a sign 
that they would not be willing to talk even if the bombing were 
stopped. The administration apparently feels that greater gains 
can be had through intensification of the war, making the cost 
of war too great for the North to bear. It appears that up until 
now Hanoi has decided to hold on as long as it can in hopes 
that the United States will soon get tired of the war and change 
its present policies. However, the President stated last week 
that he no longer sees any posibility for a North Vietnamese 
military victory and has decided to capitalize on his present ad-
vantageous position. 
President Johnson has increased American action in the 
North steadily since the Lunar New Year truce which produced 
nothing toward peace. Increased action came in the name of 
mining of the major rivers, bombardment by long-range ar-
tilery, and offensive shelling by ships offshore. Last week also 
brought an end to military immunities given to certain areas 
in North Vietnam with the bombing of Hanoi's only steel plant 
and their most valuable industrial asset. It is evident that the 
United States has decided at all costs to end the war militarily 
if peace talks do not come into the offing. 
Keep in mind that LBJ's ideas are only recommendations; 
Congress may do what i~ wants with the plans, and it is alm_ost 
certain that the plans will be changed to some extent. One im-
portant factor is that the Southern conservatives in Congress op-
pose almost any change in the present draft system. Another 
strong element in Congress bitterly_ opposes putting an ~nd to 
educational deferments; therefore, 1f LBJ makes any kmd of 
limitation in educational deferments, Congress will almost cer-
tainly answer. The parts of the President's plans upon which 
that he wiII stand firm seem reasonable enough; if he makes 
plans for educational deferments, his plans would seem quite 
satisfactory, and would stand a pretty fair chance of winning 
Congress' approval. 
0 0 0 
THE ELECTIONS IN FRANCE have assured President 
Charles de Gaulle of two major victories--One, he will remain 
in power despite heavy opposition, and Two-the elimination 
of the numerous little parties, each capable of blocking the 
progress of the government. The two main parties that emerged 
from the election were the Gaullists, who received 37.75 per cent 
of the vote and the Leftists, a communist oriented party, who 
poiled 43.5 per cent of the votes. The only other major group 
that emerged from the election were the Centrists who caught 
13 per cent, and who a~e ~reate~ed with ex:tinctio_n. So the fact 
remains that de Gaulle s victory 1s double sided with the Gaull-
ists and the Leftists both supporting his foreign policies. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
POWELL VS. MEREDITH: After Adam Clayton Powell THE DAUGHTER OF JOSEF STALIN HAS DEFECT-
was forced to leave his seat in the House of Representatives, ED to the West and has brought to light a conflict in U.S. pol-
James Meredith, the famed civil-rights leader from Mississippi, icy. The United States government is tom between presenting 
?~nounced that he would try for the vacated seat. ~ere~ith, an an image of freedo~ ana libe,~ty for the. "h~,ddl~d masses" or 
'independent-Democrat," has never run for public office be- maintaining what 1s termed good relations with a count~ 
fore. He made national headlines in 1962 when he became the "sworn to oury us." The "Caroline Kennedy" of her day m 
first Negro to enroll in the University of Mississippi. Last sum- Russia, Svetlana, finally found her means of escape fro~ the 
mer he walked the Mississippi highway alone in the name of Soviet Union and with the help of the CIA showed up m the 
civil rights until he was gunned down and injured. Meredith does U.S. Embassy in New Delhi. Within hours the world knew that 
not c~re. about t~e size of_ his f?llowing; he l?ursues the cou~se the youngest offspring of_ th~ late Russian tyrant_ had left ?er 
to ciVIl nghts which he believes 1s correct. While Negroes adrrure homeland to seek a new hfe m the free world, possibly A!Ile~1ca. 
his courage and achievement~ in civil rights, he is. definitely ~ot Not too Jong ago, the United States would_ have capitalized 
a strong leader. It is Meredith's lack of leadership, along with on this moral victory. Today, however, the \Vh1te House refuses 
Powell's extreme popularity that will s~nd Powel_! back to t~e to make any comment on Svetl,~I?a's defection. _Informed sources 
House. It is inconceivable that Meredith can wm the special say that the "home of the free 1s not wel<;ommg Svetlana, and 
election. Powel] has achieved political heights unknown to any has in fact asked foreign officials to advise. her not to co~e 
other Negro in America. His position as chairman of the House across the Atlantic. Apparently what is more 1mport~nt todar 1s 
Educaton and Labor committee put him in a presiding position that we do not offend the dignity of a country that 1~ supplyu~g 
over much legislation. Besides Powell's political prowess, the bullets to kill Americans in Vietnam. Sv:tlana. will stay m 
people of Harlem see him as their own leader; and they feel Europe. Refugees from Communist countnes will k?ow_ they 
that he provides them with a definite voice in Congress. Mere- can no longer look forward to freedom and opportunity m the 
dith states that "it would be a drastic mistake" to re-elect "land of Ji6erty."-ms. 
Powell. But, drastic mistake or not, he will win the special 
election, and the House will have to give some careful considera ---------------------------
tion as to what to do next. !BOOK fllEVUfEW 
0 0 0 
by Susan Longaker 
HOFFA BEHIND BARS: Years of investigations and hard In keeping with the column of poetry, I am going to tell 
~vork by the Justice Department finally sent Jimmy ~off~ to k f S le d p b K h 
Jail last week. Hoffa, who has heade~ th~ Teamsters "£!mon s1_nce you briefly of a new boo O e cte oems Y ennet 
1957, was charged with Jury tampering m 1964, and it. wa_s Just Patchen. Patchen cannot be overlooked in the stream of present 
a matter of time before his appeals ran out. He now sits m t~e poets. He has considerable influence not only on the youth ~f 
Federal Penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, where he will today, but on the adults as well. Musicians often compare their 
wait out an 8-year s~n~ence. ~t s~ems incredible that he h~s work to his, and some try to emulate his work into their own 
actually been sent to 1a1l;. but 1f his t~rea_t:s are any good, he 11 0 ks I am thinking in particular of a foremost blues harp be back to haunt the nation before his eight years are up. ,.._w ~ . T "L" I S " GI f BI R d H lier 
artist, ony 1tt e un over, o ues ags an o s 
il'========-========================='i) fame. The point here is that Patchen has spread his influence 
Sammy Davis Jlrr. 
Wi88 Be at SpD'irng; 
Weekend. Will You? 
even into the musical world. 
The reason for this wide acceptance and interest in Patchen 
is naturally, the poetry. In Selected Poems, there arc as many 
and varied poems as is the life of the author. They range from 
entirely free verse to blank verse, drawing-poems and to for-
mally organized poems. To see what I mean you must read this 
book, which is a complete and satisfactory collection. 
This book is available at the Egbert Union Book Store. 
The question of whether to lower the voting 
age from 21 to 18 has been cliscussed sporadic-
ally for several years, but it nmv seems as if 
the Indiana state legislature may take action 
on sucl1 a measure ( if it can overcome a silly 
fight over which party should get credit for 
the measure). 
\Ve hope the voting age is lowered not only 
in Indiana, but in every state in the Union. 
Extension of suffr31::e to 18-year-olds can-
not be ranked with Negro suffrage as a burn-
ing question of our time. \Ve cannot advance 
claims like those which were made for wo-
mens' suffrage early in the century-politii;s 
will not be morally uplifted, nor will govern-
ment automaticallv turn to serve the needs 
of youth. -
However, this issue has now come before 
the public, and it should be pressed on to a 
solution. There arc several good arguments for 
extending suffrage, and no substantial objec-
tions have been offered. In addition, major 
political figures like Eisenhower, Johnson, and 
R. Kennedy have supported the change. 
The traditional argument for the 18-year-
old vote has been, "If he's old enough to fight, 
he's old enough to vote." The emotional appeal 
of this slogan does not conceal the fact that 
the qualities required to serve in the armed 
forces do not necessarily coincide with those 
necessary for voting. 
·without entirely dismissing that argument, 
however, several other points should be made. 
Todays 18-20 age group is better educated 
and informed on key issues than their parents 
were at age 21-24. Almost 80 per cent of 
Americans now graduate from high school, 
compared with less than 50 per cent only a 
generation ago. Most high schools now offer 
current affairs courses, and almost every high 
school student is interested in at least a few 
national issues. The impact of the mass media 
on American life means that most youth have 
the minimal acquaintance ·with public affairs 
which can be gained from casual attention to 
radio or television. 
These arguments rest on the assumption 
that it is necessary for citizens to have a 
knowledge of public affairs in order to vote. 
As a rationale for suffrage, this assumption is 
somewhat spurious, for it is demonstrable that 
most of the population is quite ignorant of 
even the most prominent issues. 
Therefore, a more compelling reason for low-
ering the voting age is that 18 is now a more 
natural "breaking point in our society than the 
ancient Anglo-Saxon maturity age of 21. Al-
though we still follow our heritage with re-
spect to "legal responsibility, it is at age 18 
that most young people make a major decision 
-to go to college, to begin a career, or to en-
ter the armed forces. 
The interest and enthusiasm which young 
people already exhibit in election campaigns 
would be enhanced if their votes were count-
ed, and this sort of interest might be sustained 
in later life. In particular, campus debates on 
national issues, which are already very salu-
tary, would take on new dimensions cussing 
their own votes. 
A traditional argument against a lower vot-
ing age is that the 18-year-old is immature, 
and would be easily swayed by emotional ap-
peals: It is also claimed that since the 18-year-
old does not own property, he docs not have a 
stake in society, and cannot decide on fiscal 
matters. 
The maturity argument is not sufficiently 
convincing. The politics of those states ( Ken-
tucky, Alaska, Georgia) which already have 
lower voting age are not noticeably less re-
sponsible rhan those of any other state. \Vhen 
the number of 18-20 year olds is diffused in 
the total population, the effect on the "matur-
ity" of politics would be negligible. 
The property argument is also invalid. Other 
large segments of the population, e.g., tenant 
farmers, do not own property, but do, at least 
in theory, have the right to vote on fiscal mat-
ters. The property argument rests on an out-
moded conception of democracy derived from 
the days of the large landowners and should 
not carry weight in the twentieth century. 
The exteosion of suffrage to age 18 will be 
difficult to achieve for the whole nation be-
cause the suffrage laws varv a great deal from 
state to state. In many st-ates~ a referendum 
1s necesary, and past history has shown thar 
the issue can be defeated in referendum 
( '.\-lic~igan, 1966). The other path, n_at_ional 
constitutional amendment, 1s very d1ff1cult, 
but may be worth trying. In 1954, a change 
of only five votes in the Senate would have 
sent the amendment to the states for ratifica-
non. 
Although it docs not seem as if the na-
nonal 18-ycar-old vote can come immediately,.,. 
1t is still important that concerned persons 
press the issue fom·arcl. \Vith so many prom-
ment figures behind the measure, a little more 
popular support might provide the extra push 
needed for those who are still dragging their 
feet. 
~, ... 
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The World of Mentz 
by Bill Montz 
irlHHE HEIGHTS 
AT THE AIRPORT 
Come celebrate St. Paddy's Day with us 
Pitcher of Green Beer - $1.00 
Pitcher of Green Whiskey Sours - $2.50 
Served from 4 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Come Meet Your Leprechaun 
Black- Bags Identity 
forever A Secret 
That Oregon State University 
student who wore a floor-length 
black bag to class for two months 
has left his identity a secret with 
the end of the winter quarter. 
The student's presence in a 
speech persuasion class caused 
confusion and even a walkout 
of other students who protested 
that the presence of newsmen 
made things "just like a circus." 
The student in the black bag 
explained why be bad decided 
to hide his identity. At first, it 
was curiosity-but then it be-
came a challenge to his fellow 
Greek Highlights 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
by Robert Formolnl 
On Friday evening March 10th, 
Kappa Gamma Psi Music Fra-
ternity presented its annual 
spring recital at Ford Music Hall 
auditorium. The program was in-
teresting and varied. To open 
the program, a fanfare by Aaron 
Copland entitled Fanfare for the 
Common Man was played. The 
world premiere of Frederick 
Werle's Festival Prologue for 
brass and tympani was one of 
the highlights of the program. 
Two compositions by the Ameri-
can composer Samuel Barber 
were played. They are his Dover 
Beach for Tenor and string quar-
tet, and Reincarnations for- a ca-
pella choir. Charles Ive's unusual 
scherzo Over the Pavements was 
performed under the direction of 
Gregg Smith. Mr. Smith also con-
ducted the Barber Reincarna-
tions. Mr. Robert Prins conduct-
ed a Sextet for winds by Janacek 
entitled Mladi, and Mr. Andrix 
joined with the jratemity per-
formers in a reading of Music 
for Tape Recorder and Instru-
ments by Herbert Deutsch. The 
program closed with Music for 
a Festival by the British com-
poser Gordon Jacob, a piece 
which employs a wind ensemble 
and antiphonal brass choir. This 
is an interesting and exciting 
composition which was com.mis-
sioned by the British Council 
for the Festival of Britain in 
1951. 
Delta Kappa 
by Jack Gedney 
Delta Phi Zeta 
by Michele Kosowsky 
The sisters of Delta Phi Zeta 
celebrated their 39th birthday on 
March 6. This explains to all the 
72 pink carnations scurrying 
about campus last Monday. We 
celebrated our birthday on Thurs-
day with a party at our house 
for the patronesses. 
Delta Phi Zeta was established 
on March 6, 1928, by the officiat-
ing Dean of Women, Mrs. Spen-
cer. In 1928, the social sorority 
was called Delta Phi, the greek 
letter Zeta, being added in 1940. 
The purpose of our organization 
is to promote friendship and so-
ciability among the students of 
Ithaca College, striving for a 
spirit of helpfulness, unity, and 
friendship among all the women 
in the college. 
The sisters are now working 
on plans for our float for Spring 
Week-end, and after vacation the 
election of officers for 1967-68 
will take place. 
We all sincerely hope that our 
advisor, Mrs. Olmstead is feeling 
much better! We wish her a very 
speedy recovery. 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
by Dave Greenberg 
Groton was the scene of an-
other blast for the boys of Black 
and Gold this past weekend. 
Brute and Bull conducted their 
own "Maypo" commercial during 
the breaks. A good time was had 
by alL 
During our party a "visit" by 
D Pm z was unsuccessful due to 
an all night vigil by several 
brothers. 
Delta Sigma Pi 
by David Suss 
Deltasig will be taking a pro-
fessional trip to the Taylor Win. 
ery in Hammondsport on April 
13. Andy Schwartze, our profes-
sional chairman has arranged a 
very interesting tour for us. The 
brothers are anxiously looking 
forward to this highly infonna-
tive, and extremely refreshing 
excursion. 
Tom Pandick, who headed the 
IFC blood drive this year, re-
ports that it was a huge success. 
Thanks go out to the pledges of 
Pi Lam, DK, Gamma Delt, Phi 
Delt, and Deltasig for their hard 
work in soliciting donors for the 
drive. 
The brothers are anxiously 
awaiting the start of Spring Va-
cation. Many of us will meet in 
Florida to soak up the beautiful 
sunshine. Those of us who don't 
go, will still be comforted by 
two weeks of sheer relaxation. 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
by Carol Bennett 
Mu Phi Epsilon has chosen its 
pledges for spring, 1967. They 
are as follows; Carol Aimetti-
piano; Sandra Bromble--piano; 
Molly Crock-piano; Beverly 
Hart-darinet; Ardis Leyburn-
clarinet; Lorna Rea-oboe; Janet 
Schultze--piano; Nancy Zintel-
voice. These girls will be initi-
ated on April twenty-third, after 
which all sisters will adjourn to 
the Sunnyside Restaurant for a 
banquet. 
Don't forget our recital on 
April fifth at 8:15 in Ford Hall 
Auditorium! 
The sisters and pledges of Mu 
Phi Epsilon would like to con. 
gratulate Ken Zimmerman on his 
escape. 
ALL YOU CAN IEAT FOR $1.75 
/Featuring Corned Beef and Cabbage 
Last weekend was the best one 
yet for the Brothers of DK, with 
parties both Friday and Saturday 
nights at Beagle Lodge. The Fri-
day night party featured beer, 
students to think-and to remove records, and the attendance of 
the figurative black bags the stu- thirty brothers and eleven 
dent in the real one says they pledges from Alpha Chapter of 
It is just a matter of hours and 
we will be hitting the beaches. 
We hope, that clear skies and no 
rain will be the ·predicted fore-
cast for the next two weeks. 
Speaking of rain, "Blues" bad a 
very good time this weekend on 
his rain check. The grass cutting 
situation seems to be improving 
with the onset of the warm 
weather . 
all wear. Delta Kappa. which is located at 
Buffalo State University College. 
..-------------------------------------- Saturday night's party featured 
the "Creative Act," and all agreed 
they helped to make it a really 
great party. The entire Brother-
hood, like the rest of IC, is now 
"psyched" for two weeks of v,i.-
catlon, and to everyone, but es-
pecially our thirteen pledges, 
may we wish a safe, restful, 
sunny and happy Spring Vaca-
tion. 
AERho 
by Jim Coons 
A _ E Rho is pleased to be an 
integral part of Spring Weekend 
this year, as we will be in charge 
of the giant float parade on 
Saturday morning of that week-
end. The brothers and sisters are 
...------------"' already hard at work planning 
of 
lfOO[[~@OO IFOOO l:E:~ <p 
0 
You'll be wild about McDonald's. They're 
made with fresh Idaho potatoes. You·n 
never know how good French fries can 
be, 'til you taste the fresh, flavorful 
French fries at McDonald's. 
Look for the Golden Arches/ 
MeDonaldi 
364 Elmira Road 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
All AMERICAN 
BOY OF THE WEEK 
FREDRICK SCHOSHBACH 
RADIO•T.V • 
. '68 
receives S gallonn of 
gan FREE 
at 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
the route, judging, and, of course, 
the televising of the entire parade 
ovar WICB-TV. We're glad to see 
so many Greeks planning floats 
for the parade and some of the 
entries look plenty interesting as 
a tribute to Walt Disney. 
Immediately following Spring 
vacation, A E Rho will present 
two Peter Sellers films. There's 
nothing else happening on Mon-
day and- Tuesday nights, April 3 
and 4, so set aside those two 
evenings for some cinematic en-
tertainment with Peter Sellers. 
Watch and listen for more in-
formation. 
UPI - A school teacher in 
Chard, England has no trouble 
getting a babysitter. 
Mrs., Pamela Jones kills two 
birds with one stone by taking 
her 13-month.old twins to school 
each day. The girls in her class 
get pracitcal lessons in child care 
-and the Jones twins are taken 
care of. 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravloll, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Braciole 
120 Third Stroot 
Pi Lam 
by John Crittenden 
Pledging is now into its third 
week, and Mr. Pledgemaster, Sir 
(Jimmy Chronkbite) and his as-
sistant, Chuck Bostwick, have the 
pledges in pretty good shape. The 
brothers have all enjoyed the fun 
and games put on by the pledges 
. . . that is all the brothers ex-
cept for Doug Johnson and Jay 
Swainbank. It seems one of the 
games of the pledges was to take 
these brothers down into Pennsyl-
vania. But to quote Cronkhite, 
"They'll get their's". 
Congratulations are in order 
order to Matty Cohen and Lon-
nie Schilstra for their induction 
into Oracle. 
Tomorrow is the day . . . the 
Big Trip will begin about noon on 
Friday. Just think! By Sunday 
we'll be soakin' up the Bennies. 
We wish everyone a happy and 
safe vacation and man, will it 
be good to get out of here ! ! ! ! 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
<> 
Exotic Oriental Dancer.i 
Every Night But Sunday 
• 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
THE GANG AT 
CHARJAN'S 
Corner State & Tioga 
wishes everyone a happy 
vacation. May you receive 
loads of cards. 
J 
by Susun Longaker 
Due to popular demand, I am going to present a random 
survey of Kenneth Patchen's poems. If I said any ptore it would 
only prolong my impatience to let you see them. Here's to the 
hope that they will not be made folly of by typographica! errors, 
as have some other poems I recently presented. Forgive me, 
William Carlos Williams, for putting one poem on top of your 
poem . . . And without further ado, here he is . . 
I FEEL DRUNK ALL THE TIME 
Jesus it's beautiful! 
Great mother of big apples it's a pretty world! 
You're a bastard Mr. Death 
And I wish you didn't have no look-in here. 
I don't know how the rest of you feel, 
But i feel drunk all the time 
And I wish to hell we didn't have to die. 
Oh you're a merry bastard Mr. Death . 
And I wish you didn't have no hand in this game 
Because it's too damn beautiful for anybody to die. 
0 • • 
FOG 
Rain's lovely gray daughter has lost her tall lover. 
He whose mouth she knew; who was good to her. 
I've heard her talk of him when the river lights 
Scream 'Christ! it's lonely; Christ it's cold.' 
Heard the slug cry of her loneliness calling him 
When the ship's mast points to no star in the North. 
Many men have thought they were he; . . 
Feeling her cold arms as they held death m theirs-
The woman-face in the frame of nothingness; 
As the machinery of sleep turned its first wheel; 
And they slept, while angels feel in colored sound 
Upon the closing waters. Child and singing cradle one. 
Oh sorrowful lady whose lover is that harbor 
In a heaven where all we of longing lie, clinging 
together as it gets dark. 
• 0 • 
LONESOME BOY BLUES 
Oh nobody's a long time 
Nowhere's a big pocket 
To put little 
Pieces of nice things that 
Kenenth Patcher. 
Have never really happened 
To anyone except 
Those people who were lucky enough 
Not to get born 
Oh lonesome's a bad place 
To get crowded into 
With only 
Yourself riding back and forth 
On 
A blind white horse 
_ Along an empty road meeting 
All your 
Pals face to face 
Nobody's a long time 
0 0 0 
THESE UNRETURNING DESTINIES 
by Kenneth Patchen 
The columns glow faintly 
Under this comfortable moon. 
In their wisdom pass 
The cathedral airs of heaven. 
Here night's immortal toad sings, 
Its black throat puffed with mockery 
Of all narrow determinations. 
Old dancers sleep. . 
In feathery cribs, their green rhythm stilled 
By the swaying of stone bells 
In churches of water. 
The figure of a man appears 
For a moment on the steps of the temple, 
Then sorrowfully withdraws to his place 
In the attended shadow. 
Before and around him stand . 
The brick and steel forests of the dead city, 
And perched in the cold branches. 
The birds of madness clamor. 
Now is the hour of silence come. 
The magnificent heads shine faintly 
Upon the roads of the fish, 
And are gone O they are gather:d 
Unto the thoughtful breast of victory. 
Destiny and youth sleep in the lands 
Of the walking swotd. 
Each one is larger than his other. 
In their alternate life men hold 
Untarnishing peaks. 
On what man is write 
Other landscapes, other fairer caverns, 
Other more welcome-radiant islands 
That peacefully float on his luminous waters. 
The columns of death ·glow faintly white 
Within the forests of cliis destroying planet. 
Here gleeful beasts track each other 
Through lanes of winter and rotting heroes. 
•.. Thank you, Mr. Patchen 
0 0 • 
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The Spring 
!Fashion W oircil 
(UPI) - When it comes to 
dresses for women this spring, 
make way for the A-line silhou-
ette suspended on wire from a 
pearl collar and shoulder straps. 
The big question as fashion 
tumbles into fun-for-all Spring 
and summer clothes is . . . after 
the high, what? Veteran observ-
ers claim the dresses . . . and 
skirts . . . just can't get shorter 
. . . but they have been saying 
the same thing for the last few 
seasons . . . and they still got 
shorter. 
NUTS&BOLTS 
Did you know that ambiguity 
is the key to success . . . that 
our much needed and much 
looked forward to vacation is al-
most here . . . that there's no 
joy in mudsville . . . that you've 
got to read Susskind between the 
lines . . . that Noah's Ark is a 
very appropriate name . . . that 1. 
drama finally admitted it . . . 
that Spring Weekend has a lot 
1rockle V CtUI 11' 
Mnrrndl Wa{t~ 
1r 11'nvoai 
by Allyn Feldman 
Who holds the National Hock-
ey League record for the most 
points scored in a single sea-
son? 
What is the capital of Ver-
mont? 
Who was the creator of Woody 
Woodpecker? 
Who was Joe Palooka's 300 
lb. friend? 
Tfwosomes 
/Engagements 
Miss Dolores O'Connor, a ju-
nior at Ithaca College, to Doug-
las M. Oglia, a graduate of Ith-
At the New York fashion show-
ings, Hannah Troy took the A-
line and developed it into a dress 
with a high bosom shaping, some-
times with a half belt . . . with 
perhaps a dropped waistline yoke 
and a stiff but controlled flare 
at the bottom. 
to offer: no curfews, Sammy Da-
vis Jr., the DK mug sale, and 2. 
the Pi Lam jacket sale . . . that 
there's a volcano in the front of 3_ 23A . . . that it's off season in 
the Bronx ... that Little Frank 
now has his name in the paper 4· 
. . . that a bucket of ice water 
can make someone burn ... that 
P.M. was in the middle again 
5. Who is the creator of Pop- aca College and currently em-
. . . that Pooh and Doug didn't 
like Pennsylvania ... that Spring 
is here when the bridge gets 
crowded . . . that they are hav-
ing snowstorms in the midwest 
Junior sophisticates in a new 
version of the blouse--on dress 
should be popular this Spring. 
They are unbulky and usually 
belted to look supple. Togo sil-
houettes give an important new 
line to wrap-arounds. Also al-
most certain to draw attention 
will be T-shirt dresses in extreme 
colors and lengths . . . ranging 
from crepe to knit in fabric. 
Designer Frans Molenaar goes 
for flared skirts echoed with the 
theme of long, trumpet sleeves. 
Bib or surplice panels are at-
tached to the coat dresses with 
loose, curving belts buttoned in 
back. 
For short evening, designer 
Pierre Cardin offers some eye 
catching dresses of layers of 
chiffon. One is in royal blue with 
coffee colored dots worked into 
a bulls eye pattern. Another Car-
din suggestion is a brief, white 
crepe version of a Russian tunic, 
with a high collar . . . the cuffs 
in sparkling silver. 
For formal evening Cardin 
likes beading and fancy embroid-
ery work. One of his prettiest is 
decked with floral petit point 
embroidery . . . all done in se-
quins. 
In evening wear, designer Elid 
Berhanler maintains the mini-
motif. Such as a black frilly laced 
sheath with long sleeves puffed 
at the cuffs and embroidered with 
glittering sequins. To top it off, 
there is a giant matching flow-
ered hat. 
. . . that confusion reigns . . . 
that St. Patty's is usually cele-
brated the weekend of the 17th 
. . . that the ITHACAN wishes 
everyone a happy and sunny va-
cation . . . that it's not whether 
or not you win the game, but 
how you play that counts. 
long sleeved dress with a neck-
to-waist panel and curving belt 
in gray-toned rhinestone and 
crystal beading. 
Also on the market this Spring 
will be a demure short white 
dress with a smocked yoke slit 
on the side. 
When it comes to evening 
dresses, there are selections leav-
ing it up to the woman whether 
she wants to be demure or dar-
ing. Such as a long pleated gown 
edged in needlework over a 
pleated short-short-skirt . . . or a 
long skirt that can be zipped off 
leaving nothing but a pair of 
shorts. 
At a London showing, most de-
signers adopted cone-shaped 
dresses. The tent shapes had 
hardly a button in sight, but 
belted. As a matter of course in 
the London land of mini-skirts, 
all hems except for the long 
evening dresses were way up 
above the knee . . . sometimes 
as much as 12 inches. 
Also available will be floor 
For women who go for the un-
usual there is a navy blue faille 
cockbil dress. The skirt is the 
shape of a big lampshade, while 
the top has a pearl-studded bib 
that leaves shoulders and back 
bare. 
length evening wear, mostly back- -------------
less or midriff in bright contrast- Have You Decided 
ing oranges and reds with short 
jackets to give protection on chill What You're Wearing 
evenings. 
For cocktails, designer Frans To Spring Weekend? 
Molenaar suggests an oyster silk, 
eye? 
Answers on Page 10. 
News QlUlops 
(UPI) - Albany - The Assem-
bly has passed a bill requiring 
applicants for drivers licenses to 
take a mandatory driver training 
program either in public schools 
or driving schools. 
Such a course if taken in driver 
training classes or schools could 
not cost more than 10 dollars un-
der the bill. 
Hippies in San Francisco are 
handing out trading stamps with 
sales of Marijuana. 
A Narcotics Official says an 
undercover agent went into a pad 
and put down 30 dollars for four 
ounces of loose Marijuana -
enough to make 150 cigarettes ... 
worth 150 dollars on the black 
market. The agent was flabber-
gasted when he received eight 
bonafide trading stamps with the 
Marijuana. When he recovered 
from his shock - other agents 
moved in and arrested four per-
sons. 
ployed by the Visiting Nurse 
Service of Rochester and Monroe 
County. 
Miss Patricia A. Doyle, a grad-
uate of State University College 
at Brockport and presently a 
first grade teacher at DeWitt 
Road School, Webster, to David 
C. Mosher, a senior at Ithaca 
College. 
Miss Phyliss Lee Gustke, a 
graduate of Syracuse Beauty 
School and employed by Tres 
Chic Coiffures, to George J. Love-
less, a physical education major 
at Ithaca College. 
Miss Lynne Smith, a graduate 
from Baldwin-Wallace College, 
Berea, Ohio and Albany Medical 
Center Hospital of Medical Tech-
nology, to MacLaren Richards, 
who attended Ithaca College and 
presently attends Albany Busi-
ness College. 
Miss Linda Betty Venter, a 
technician in the pathology de-
partment of the Albany Medical 
Center, to Thomas Griffiths, who 
attends Ithaca College. 
ROCK 'N ROLi!. MUSIC 
DTIHlACA IHlOT!ElL 
IFll'ncilay Nigbfr 
!Dancing 9:15 -12:30 ll'o The Huns 
~tOJ fr w11r«:ll a y !NI o g lh1 fr 
!Dancing 9:15-12:30 to Bobby Comstock 
Corner State & Aurora 
TRY US 
Over 10,000 Item!> in Stock 
Scott Sherwood 
Sony Viking 
Grundig Panasonic 
Harmon Kardon Audio Dynamics 
Roberro Dual 
AR Motorola 
Garrard Masterwork 
1201 Dryden Rd. 
And to all you poets and readers: Please send me more poet!y! 
Also, if you have a favorite p_oet whose .poetry yo_u wo_uld hke 
others to know, tell me and 1t may be included m tht~I 
and in this time ~ 
Frank Lester Will Be At 
Jct. Rte. 13 & 366, Ithaca - Phone 273-8777 
''YOUR ELECTRONIC SUPERMARKET" 
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Until 8:30 
Spring Week.end. Won y OM? 
} 
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--Odd Bodkins--
.:fH~ DARI~ ~OU~ 
8A1lOl~~D 
H~t-1SUR~~R.stJMCffm 
,. lWM$~ KB1e'lL eur A tiOM"I 
ROHAN11C IS se11eR1rlMJ ND 
ROMANfi(, A1 Ati-. 
Ot.J 'fttt H~l~C:t 
1~Afei~ .. 
--
3-16 
Administrative Forum 
(Continued from page 1) 
among ourselves tonight may in-
fluence to some small degree the 
future policy of Ithaca College. 
One of the important aspects of 
a forum is that it actually does 
influence policy. May I remind 
you that not very many years ago 
not only was no beer or liquor 
allowed on campus, but if a stu-
dent organization rented a lodge 
in Ithaca, no liquor could be 
served. We play it much more 
by ear than you think." 
do not fit into this campus type 
of living." 
Agent 38D 
In answer to a proposal that 
100 seniors be allowed to live 
off campus and 100 more fresh-
men admitted to fill the finan-
cial loss of the former, Dilling-
ham said, "That sounds like a 
good situation. Dean Clarke and 
I have been discussing the pos-
sibility of releasing certain seni-
ors from living on campus who 
would greatly benefit from it. 
We would like to help them, we 
would like to accommodate others 
who for one reason or another 
On other problems, it was de-
termined that THE ITHACAN 
was published by Ithaca College 
and that the President is the 
Publisher. 
In another area the President 
stated that a committee is stud-
ying the possibilities of attract-
ing Negroes, Puerto Ricans, 
American Indians, to Ithaca Col-
lege by offering some type of 
financial aid not presently avail-
able. 
A lighter note was struck when 
a student questioned the panel 
as to whether or not a Campus 
Patrolman could steal the keys 
from his automobile and also 
could not the patrolman be ar-
rested by a "real cop." The reply 
was that it's against the law to 
leave keys in your car and that 
Campus Patrolmen are "real 
cops .. " 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 
SANDWICHES COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
IFREE IOELOVERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
MON ·SAT 11 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
Dear Agent 38D, 
I am married but unfortunately 
my wife's sister lives next door. 
Our neighbor has a great daffodil 
patch and of course Oscar my St. 
Bernard loves to romp. Could you 
advise as to the course of action? 
Signed, Caught Between 
Dear Caught Between, 
I would seriously suggest di-
vorce, for man's best friend is not 
your wife but Oscar. 
Dear Agent 38D, 
During my recent visit to the 
Orient I've noticed that the wo-
men walk at least two steps be-
hind their all powerful husbands. 
I was hoping this could be come 
the new fad like the Bugaloo. 
Signed, Hoping 
Dear Hoping, 
It is a grand idea except that 
there are not enough of these 
creatures with four feet. 
Dear Agent 38D, 
It is my belief that women are 
totally inferior creatures that try 
to stimulate males by use of 
sneaky perfumes and spaghetti 
hair styles. 
Signed, Indignant 
Dear Indignant, 
I totally agree with you, spag-
hetti tastes terrible with perfume. 
DONOHUE-H~VERSON, 
INC. 
0 
Plumbing and Heating 
0 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
0 
602 W. Sonoc:a St. 
273-3393 
Dear Agent 38D, 
I am an Upperclassman and I 
went out with a frershman with 
whom I have become infatuated. 
The problem is she has a boy 
friend at home who is seven feet 
tall, and weighs three-hundred 
pounds. 
Signed, Cowardly 
Dear Cowardly, 
The Mafia charges $342 and the 
Cosa Nostra charges $340 and Dr. 
Dillingham charges group rates. 
Dear·Agent 38D,. 
My parents are very poor and 
they have no money to buy me 
new clothes, thus I wear all my 
sisters hand-me-downs, two sizes 
too small. Why do all the boys 
keep staring at me? 
Signed, Embarrassed 
Dear Embarrassed, 
Pop your buttons. 
Cornell Group 
Spurns Draft 
UPI, Cornell Univ. - Cornell 
students belonging to an organi-
zation calling itself the "We 
Won't Go Group" today says it 
is beginning a drive to enlist 
more than 500 men willing to 
burn their ·draft cards at the 
United Nations this Spring. 
The group is spearheaded by a 
student from Brooklyn, Bruce 
Dancis, who is currently under 
FBI investigation for burning his 
draft card last November. 
In Ithaca yesterday, Dancis said 
that he has the support of more 
than 100 student groups across 
the country . . . and is backed 
by such protest leaders as Yale 
University professor Staughton 
Lynn and liberation magazine edi-
tor David Dillinger. 
Rules for Reviewers 
( Reprinted from Journal New.r, Nyack, N.Y.) 
Not so long ago I received a letter from a young reader 
asking me how to become a critic. This set me to brooding. Why 
should I give away professional secrets and encourage competi-
tion? Anyway it seems that what is much more important is 
how to remain a critic, how to hold your job and your public. 
After a great deal of thou1:;ht, I have come up with a practical 
set of rules: 
1. Never pan an experimental or avant-garde play, no mat-
ter how bad it is. If you do, you automatically expose yourself 
to the accusation of being behind the times ( devant-garde) or 
of not having understood what the play was about. The way to 
get around this is to say that the play was thought-provoking 
( take care not to mention what thoughts it provoked) and that 
the author shows promise ( do not specify of what). Also do not 
give the plot. This is easily avoided since, in nine cases out of 
10, there will be no plot and in the 10th case you won't under-
stand it. Just say the idea was a -challenging one and let it go at 
that. 
2. Never give an important actor a bad review. He may 
have influential friends, whereas the author of the play has no 
friends at all or if he had, lost them when he tried to induce 
them to invest in his show. At worst say that the actor, resplen-
dent as he was, could not rise above the material and ignore the 
fact that it was a rather good play, screwed up by his bad act-
ing. In certain cases you may blame the faulty acoustics, the 
inadequate lighting or the unbecoming costumes but, in the long 
run, it is safer to attack the writer. 
DIRECTOR SACROSANCT 
3. The same principal applies to the director. Take the 
attitude that he did his superlative best, but that the writer 
was uncooperative, intransigent, obtuse and untalented. 
4. If a p]ay is controversial, take both sides. Use such ex-
pressions as "there is much to be said for and against" or "the 
author has made his stand, whethe,;: you agree with it or not." 
Better still don't take any side. Just start off every sentence with 
"irrespective of what I think." This may become a trifle mono-
tonous, but it is better to be repetitious than out of work. 
5. In the case of an importation from London, state un-
equivocally that it has lost something in transit. This will make 
your readers assume that you are thoroughly at home both in 
the West End and on Broadway: With a French, German or 
other foreign play, say that it has lost something in transla-
tion. This will give you the reputation of being multi-lingual 
and make your readers forget that you are having trouble with 
one language. 
6. Treat all revivals with the utmost reverence. For all you 
know, the playwright may have some sort of birthday coming 
up. With revivals it is not only permissible but advisable to rap 
the actors. Such comments as "katha Seaton in the part of the 
second shepherdess did not catch the full pastoral flavor," or 
"Andrew Slope failed to bring the full-bodied vigor to the role 
of Edge that Sir Wilfred Downley gave it." The fact that Sir 
Wilfred died before you were born need not deter you. 
·7. Encourage any and all repertory companies, even if 
some of its members have two heads. In fact two heads are a 
distinct advantage in repertory. 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
The Blue Max was a very good looking award, in the shape 
of a mal-tese cross, given to German fliers during World War I. 
Only the most distinguished fly boys, those that have shot 
down twenty or more enemy planes, were honored by the award. 
Now the movies are paying tribute to the award itself and those 
daring young men who won it. 
Call 272-1379 
The men deserve praise, the movie doesn't. Aside from some 
stunning aerial photography, some nicely reconstructed old 
planes, a nicely constructed Ursula Andress, and a very fine 
.---------------. .---------------. acting performance by Jeremy Kemp in a supporting role, The 
Blue Max usually misses its target. The film concentrates on 
the aspirations of one lad (George Peppard) to win the award. 
You see, he came from a bad home and he is going to show them 
all. Ah, the aspirations of youth ... 
..!JUNIE GRAIOS V . V . 
It's that time of your Dife . 
Time to plan your future! 
V 
• 
The State of Connecticut wants you to train for a profes- · 
sional career in Psychiatric Social Work. Federal legisla-
tion has produced exciting changes in program and we 
want your help. 
Connecticut offers rich social, educational, and profes-
sional opportunities ... a CAREER instead of a job. 
You will work in your choice of :ocations, earn an ex-
cellent salary, receive valuable fringe benefits and best 
of all, have the satisfaction of contributing abilities-
abilities you may ~ot even recognize you possess--to 
people less fortunate than yourself. 
Representatives will be on campus on Wednesday, April 
5th to conduct interviews in the afternoon and to con-
duct the qualifying examination in the evening at 6:30 
p.m. Mr. Lowe, Director of Service for Career Planning, 
can give you ·all pertinent information. 
If you're not sure social work is your goal stop over 
anyway. You may be surprised. You certainly won't be 
disappointed. 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places .. . 
where everybody meets 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
Rosebud 
Barnetts' Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
<> 
"We're proud of 
our lube fobs" 
<> 
Ted and Rollie 
Restaurant 
V 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
fine eating at low prices 
Just right for Student budgets 
V 
111 E. State St 
fRA Y SEA.RS ATILANTBC 
(Comar of Green end Cayuga) 
AR 2-2600 
Whal!' "We" Sell "We" Guarani'ee 
Before long he is in heated competition with another flyer 
(Jeremy Kemp), and in heated hotel beds with Miss Andress, 
the wife _of a high-ranking German officer. (Played by JaIIlCS 
Mason, who looks and sounds as German as Henry Higgins.) 
After awhile it all gets rather dra_gged out, and when Mr. Kemp 
is killed half-way through, so is the picture. By that time, we've 
had our fill of the nicely photographed air battles, and the nicely 
photographed Ursula, and would just as soon call it a day. The 
film is twice as long as it should be, and after the intermission, 
we have little amusement, other than the laughs to be had at 
Mr. Peppard's acting. 
Thanks go out ·to the Ithaca theater for holding over Claude 
Leloch's A Man And A Woman. Anyone who has an extra night 
to spend in Ithaca before leaving for vacation, should definitely 
see this simple, but lovable French import. Only the blackest 
hearts among us won't be charmed by this tale of two lonely 
and lovely middle aged lovers. On Thursday the Strand will 
feature The Profe.r.rional.r, an excellent action filled western. On 
Friday night only The Strand switches to The Teenage P.ryclzo 
Meets Bloody Mary and Horror Ca.rtle. The Temple still has 
The Middle-Aged Father Monster meets Sweet ol' Maria, better 
known as The So1tnd of Music. 
James Joyce's Uly.r.res, at the Strand Tuesday and Wednes-
day, is if nothing else, very int_eresting. The film has ~tayed quite 
close to Joyce, except where 1t was 1mposs1ble. While the book 
used a different style and point of view for every chapter, the 
film only uses one style, and two points of view, Stephen's, and 
Bloom's, except for ·the well done Molly's soliloquy, where every-
thing is, of course as Molly sees it. Perhaps the film's two weak-
est points arc its handling of Stephen (his is the worst acting 
jab, and ·here should have been much more emphasis on him) 
and Bloom's dream sequence. Director Joseph Strick seemed 
floundering for a style during that sequence and tried to imitate 
everyone from Fellini to Mack Sennet. For the most part though, 
Strick stays very close to the book, and has done exactly what 
The Bible did-merely record it on film without any interpreta-
tion. The Bible's material however, transl.ates well into pictures, 
Ulys.re.r ( although Strick at times makes a worthwhile attempt) 
is much better left in words. 
Ill 
l 
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MUSIC REVIEW 
by Martha Decherney 
Sammy Davis ]1ro 
Y esterrllay all]_& 11' ([])day On Friday evening, March 10, at 8: 15 p.m., Kappa Gamma Psi gave their annual Spring Recital in Ford Music Hall. The 
program opened with Fanfare for the Common Man by Aaron 
Copland. The performance of the fanfare was exciting but often ~ammy _started in show business with his dad, Sammy 
inaccurate. The horn section was the worst offender, but the Davis, Sr., his uncle, \Vill Mastin and a vaudeville unit called 
other performers joined in the sloppiness too. While it would be "Creole." Uncle Will and Sam, Sr. had been a well-known 
hard to label this reading· good, the performance was solid in vaudeville. term ( a~etted by five ot~er men and seven women) ·· 
that the correct style was used by the brass players and percus- for some time, tounng the presentation houses in an act known 
sionists. The fanfare did not live up to the rest of the program. as "Holiday in Dixieland," offering songs, sketches skits and 
Continuing the first part of the program, Samuel Barber's comedy in addition to their specialty-a dance no;elty which 
Dover Beach was played. It is scored for string quartet and was then sweeping the nation, "The Texas Tommy." Sam Sr. 
solo voice. The vocal part was sung by Ken Zimmerman, a singer manjed one of the girls in the unit, Elvira Sanchez, and Sa~my 
of considerable talent, whose performance was beautiful in all Davis, Jr. came into the world in New York one day in 1926. 
respects. Add four string players who played the piece with . ?ammy c~lcbrated his first birthday in a specially contrived 
sensitivity and understanding, and you have a tremendous read- cnb m a dressing room at the old Hippodrome Theatre in Man-
in(T of Dover Beach. Third on the program was Music fo-r Tape hattan. When Sammy was two, Will Mastin formed the "Creole" 
R~corder and Instruments by Herbert Deutsch. It is hard to say unit and Sammy, Jr., amazed the performers as he mimicked 
whether the music was played fell or not because quite frankly their parts as the nation, Mastin cut his act to five men and, at 
I don't think anyone but the composer would recognize a mis- the tender age of four, Sammy was considered one of the "men." 
take. The audience was given another taste of interesting music ~hen the a~t hit the Coast, Will had Sammy audition for 
with the performance of Charles Ives Scherzo ( Over the Pave- and wm a role m an Ethel Waters feature for Wamers titled 
1nents ). Ives' music is extremely complex. The performance was ~'Rufus Jones for President." Later he played in "Season's Greet-
exceptional in every detail, right down to the comic ending. mgs," also for Warners. 
The instrumentalists involved played very well indeed, and As t~e depression progressed, Mastin had to cut the act 
J\lr. Gregg Smith's conducting was amazing to watch because of once agam and as Vaudeville began to fade into theatrical 
the contrasting meters. His feelinP' for this music was evident history the Will Mastin Trio was born. 
from tlie firstt and the performance can only be termed superb. . For the next ten years, the Will Mastin Trio labored in the 
After intermission, the world premiere of Kappa's spring com- vmeyards of. show business These were the weaning years for 
mission took place. Frederick Werle's Festival, Prologue for Brass Samm::y Davis, Jr., when he learned his profession; every piece 
and Tympani is an inconsequential piece of little merit. The of business, the superb timing, the deft comedy touch, all the 
performance was ad~quate. Next. on the program w31s S31muel nuances _that hav~ since p_la~ed him at the top of the ladder. 
Barber's Reincarnations. The choir was under the d1recuon of . \Yhile the tno was f1lhng_ an enga~ement at a theatre in 
Mr. Smith who demonstrated that Ives is not his only talent. M1ch1gan where the late Bill "Bojangles' Robinson was playing, 
While the performance was much above average, it was still the great star was so taken by the youngster's evident talent 
far from perfect. The big point in musical interpretation is that he asked Mastin to bring Sammy to him for some extra 
\';hether or not the performance communicates with the auJ:~nce, tutelage. The_ lessons found an apt pupil, and Robinson and his 
not how flawless the performance is. This performance com- stude~t put m countless hours as Sammy absorbed the skill 
municated. The first movement was exciting rhythmical, and and Wisdom that was Bill Robinson. The trigger-like turn of the 
had a wonderful drive. The second and third movements were hee! and _toe, the lightning-like movement of arms and legs, the 
phrased beautifully by the choir. All in all, the performance was rapid twists and tum of body, the thrilling finale that inspires 
Ycry satisfying. the burst-of-glory - all these were mastered by the talented 
. G J b' M . f youn_gster. 
!he re~it-:11 coi:iciuded "'.1~h ordon _aco s 'U.!ic . or a Though "Bojangles"left little financially when he passed 
Fe.ctwd. This 1s a piece for f!llhtary band with_ alternatmg_ mter- away, he had left his legacy of dance to youn Sammy-and 
ludes fo~ s;parate brass choir. -rhe brass playmg was articulate no greater gift could be have bestowed. As EarY Wilson of the 
and styhstically_flawless._The WJnd ensemble played through th_e New York Post wrote, "Sammy's feet remind one of liquid 
Ic_mg nu~ber with. seemmgly boundless enthu~1a~m and sens1- rhythm." 
t1ve p!ay1!1g· The fmale was po":erful and c_?nvmcmg, bra~s an<l The years passed and the trio played nightclubs and 
b_and JOI~mg together for a rousmg concJusi!>n to an evenmg of theatres across the country and back again, constantly sharpen-
fm~ muSic. I could not heap enoW?"h a~Ject1ves toget~er to d~ ing their act. . 
scribe the performance <?f the Kapp-Phi Mu Alpha wm_ds .. It IS In 1943, at the height of World War II, Sammy went into 
enough to say that the pi~ce could ~ot have been plaY:ed or mter- the Anny where, in addition to his regular duties, his talents 
preted a_ny better than It was Fnday. I _felt_ ~hat It was !?er- were pressed into-service producing camp shows, many of which 
haps a httle too long, but when can one Justifiably put a time he wrote and directed himself. He was dischar ed at San 
li:nit on a ~onderful_ perforf!lance? The _whole performance, as Francisco in late 1945 and immediately rejoined ~is dad and 
d;d the recital? radiat~d with the. feeling of students ~p?n- uncle who were then working in Seattle. The switch from Army 
tan~ously creatmg music for the enJoyment of an appreoat1ve life back to show business was so fast that for a week Sammy 
at:d1ence. worked in a costume that was half khaki, half "civvies." 
Walk; 1It1s The Only 
Way To Fly~ 
In April of 1946, the Troi, unheralded, opened at the now 
defunct Slapsie Maxie's in Hollywood on the same bill with Ben 
Blue. The trio was the opening act-they scored such an over-
whelming success that they were signed to come back as the 
headliners. On their return engagement they broke every record 
in the club's history. 
Still working on their act, making minor revisions and 
always seeking new fillips, they signed for a two-week theatre 
PROTEST SINGERS being able to turn docile. apa-
(Continued from page 8) thetic, teenage girls into scream-
tour _with Mickey Rooney. Six months later, after a tour that 
had included all the major theatres in the U.S., the trio hit the 
big-time nitery circuit, with an act already letter perfect, but 
now honed to a fine glittering edge. 
Opening in Los Angeles at Ciro's in April of 1950 for two 
weeks, they stayed for six. From that point on, their itinerary 
was a "\Vho's \Vho'· of the top hotels, clubs and telcvison variety 
programs. Sammy's dancing, comedy, singing and impressions 
hit bullseye every time. In June of 1954 another facet of this 
versatile talent was made available to a wider audience when 
Sammy signed wtih Decca records as a vocalist. His single re-
leases and albums on Decca and now on Reprise, have appeared 
with regularity on the best-seller charts. 
Moving into another phase of operation, the incredibly 
talented young performer opened on Broadway in March, 1956, 
in the musical comedy, "Mr. Wonderful." Sammy bowled over 
the tough Manhattan theatre critics, who were liberal with 
kudos, the general consensus of which was that here was a show 
business talent that could only come to the fore once in a 
generation. 
Not too long after that, Sammy revealed still another 
string to his bow, that of dramatic actor, via TV dramatic 
offering and the motion picture, "Anna Lucasta." He added to 
his cinematic laurels by way of such additional film fare as the 
spectular "Porgy and Bess," "Ocean Eleven," "Sergeants Three," 
"Robin and the Seven Hoods" and remake of "The Threepenny 
Opera." 
The 1964-65 season proved to be chock full of Davis 
triumphs, bctinning with his sensationally received Broadway 
musical, "Golden Boy' 'and continuing with such notable under-
takings as hosting the "Tonight Show" during Johnny Carson's 
absence, and starring on his own television special for ABC-TV, 
"The Swingin' World of Sammy Davis, Jr." 
The 1967-1968 season should prove to be a great triumph 
for Sammy Davis, Jr., beginning with a thirty day nationwide 
college tour starting the first week of April. 
After the college tour, which as you know includes Ithaca 
College, Sammy will go to London to star in the now famous 
musical "Golden Boy." While Sammy Davis is doing Golden 
Bov in London he will also make a movie with Elizabeth Taylor 
and Richard Burton and another \vith Peter Lawford. (UPn - Ernest Brouillette (Broo-yeht) is a Hartford, Con-
necticut truck driver who never 
walked anyplace . . . until he 
joined the Hartford Snowshoe 
Club. 
managed to get half-way up the 
eight mile service road when 
waist-high snow drifts forced him 
back. 
The Western world is hearing the ing beasts), both experienced 
first cries of worship this week: surgfing popuarity and large 
"John not Jesus." And as is true followings only to find themselves .----------------------------. 
of most deities, the popularity of e'"ventually called blasphemers. 
the current idols is suddenly du- Both Christ and the Beatles 
bious. knew they were doomed . . . rock A beer truck driver and father 
of four children . . . Brouillette 
says "I used to take my car to 
go around the comer. Now prac-
tically everything I do is on foot. 
You don't realize how beautiful 
the countryside is until you 
walk." 
He has been seeing quite a 
lot of countryside lately. The 33-
Y e a r . o 1 d Brouillette recently 
walked 280 miles from Hartford 
to the national convention of 
Snowshoe Clubs in Berlin, New 
Hampshire. On January elevnth, 
he walked in 13 days from Hart-
ford to Ottawa, Canada • . . a 
total of 427 miles for the Inter-
national Convention of Snowshoe 
Clubs. 
Brouillette makes all his hikes 
carrying snowshoes ... which he 
rarely uses . . . and a pack sack 
containing clothing and a few 
personal belongings. He gener-
ally walks alongside secondary 
roads. 
Brouillette said . . . ''I do it for 
records recognized by the Club. 
The last two persons to walk from 
Hartford to Berlin did it in nine 
days, but I did it in eight." Brouil-
lete also set a record in his 13-day 
trek to Ottawa, beating the old 
time by two days. 
Foot-sore but not overly weary 
... Brouillette had barely arrived 
in Berlin when he challenged 
mile-high Mount Washington. He 
Brouillette plans to stay in 
shape by staying on his feet until 
April first. That's when he will 
be off and biking for Montreal, 
Canada to visit the Montreal Ex-
position. Brouillette explained, 
"If I stop I'd be dead. You stiffen 
right up like a board. I've got 
to keep walking." Because he 
wants to set a record ... he plans 
to march to Montreal the hard 
way. He plans to walk from Hart-
ford to Montreal via Ottawa . 
a total of 558 miles. 
Weekly Games light 
To Begin Next Semester 
Obviously when John Lennon- and roll and religion are fickle. 
the Beatie sitting highest on The Beatles have been waiting for 
Mount Olympus - announced "their downfall' 'for several 
some weeks ago that "the Beatles months now. Both have witnessed 
are more popular than Jesus," he angry mobs. It may not be long 
undoubtedly thought that he was before fanatics are throwing rocks 
merely stating fact. It seems, at the Beatles instead of kisses. 
however, that at that point he Significantly, the Beatles even 
had initiated a cult. have a gospel of their own. Twen-
Long worshipped but never of- tieth century communication has 
ficially sanctified, the Beatles enabled the singers to reach thou-
began somewhat unobtrusively in sandh without the aid of loaves 
a place called the Cavern in Liv- and fishes. Their words are im-
erpool, England. The whole set-up mortality inscribed on discs ... 
was not much unlike the manger Lyrics such as those of Nowhere 
scene where Christ made his Man and Eleanor Rigby are as 
first appearance 2,000 years be- didactical and thought-provoking 
fore People came and kind of as the sermons of Christ. 
stared-both at the infant Christ And why shouldn't the Beatles 
and later at the singers. become the successors of Christ? 
Other similarities cannot be They're alive, enthusiastic, cur-
The E.U.B. Games Committee easily overlooked either. Both rent, and palatable. Besides it's 
has announced tentative plans Christ and the Beatles were fated just as easy to say "John, Paul, 
for destinies with the stars, both George and Ringo" as it is to say 
for a weekly· Games Night to performed miracels (the Beatles "Father." 
begin next· semester. There will ____________ __, ,_ ___________ __, 
be four activities-billiards, ta-
ble tennis, chess, and cards; with 
a special emphasis on a different 
one each week. The committee 
hopes to initiate the idea this 
year starting with four nights, 
one for each type of competi-
tion. At the present they are 
trying to get a well known pro-
fessional billiards player to put 
on an exhibition in the Student 
Union on April 4th. 
!Egan's IHlouse of Color 
<> 
PAINTS 
CARPEi' 
WALLPAPER 
!FABRICS 
<> 
106 N. Aurora St. 
IPIRRO'S 
LOWEST PRICES 
IN TOWN 
!FASTEST DELIVERY 
OF PIZZA & SUBS 
4 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
AR 2-1590 
APPOINTMENTS NOT NECESSARY 
Open Weekdays from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
113 S. Cayuga St. 272-5460 
YES, WIE'IRE OPIEN 
Because of Mr. Buzzell's illness, rumors have been 
flying that the Buzzell Studio is closing. Not so! 
During this interim, we are fortunate to have a 
very fine Master of Photography taking our sittings for 
us. You will find the quality up to our usual high stand-
ards. 
Evening appointments are being booked now, and 
re-orders from previous sittings ore being taken care of 
as usual. 
TIHE IBUZZIEn..n.. S1f'UIOIO 
128 E. State St. Phone AR 2-3473 
.... 
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Dean Morgan Receives Opponents 
~ ~!!~~.,!;L!~~.n~~~!:~b ;n ~:::en 
Tompkins County United Fund, his position as dean at Ithaca ITHACA - Six players aver-
College. Cecil W. Morgan, received an 
"In appreciation of his concern 
outstanding leadership award and and commitment to community 
aging 27.9 points a game per man 
have been selected on the 1966-
67 Ithaca College All-Opponents 
.r 
Ithaca College Skiing 1 
Y eanrend Skiing 
Review 
5-4-3-2-1 . . . with a push the 
by Pam Davis 
24 persons were named to the needs which Fund member agen-
board of directors at Monday's cies and towns undertake to meet, 
annual meeting. of his buoyant good humor and 
Enclosed in a red leather fold- faith in people; and also for his 
Team. Much to the woe of Coach 
raeer sends himself flying over Hugh Hurst, four of these play-
the snow. All the tension built up 
er, the award to Morgan was 
made by the 1965 president, W. 
Robert Farn!>worth, and read as 
follows: 
ers will face the Bombers next many former contributions as 
president of the Special Chil- season. The team is made up of 
dren's Center. two seniors, two juniors, and two 
sophomores. 
Heading the list is Oswego 
by the endless waiting is now re-
leased. Flying over the snow each 
check becomes important and 
each bump critical. As the finish 
looms closer every muscle strains 
for that last ounce of effort to 
;'',' , 
"In recognition of his service 
as president of the Tompkins 
County United Fund during 1966, 
following his chairmanship of 
the Fund campaign, in the face 
"In gratitude for these endeav-
ors and many more we honor him 
this 20th day of February 1967, 
on behalf of the Board of Direc-
tors and participating members 
of the United Fund." 
State's Greg Wilson at center. 
The 6'5 junior from Round Lake 
scored 60 points in two games carry him over. Breathless he 
against the Bombers. 
At the forwards are Buffalo 
D 11- o ? Didi v OILIJ IKrniow' State's Al Kozen, Gary Baum oors ILO pen. . from the University of Bridge-
(UPD - New York City-The Ithaca College has had four port, and Rochester Tech's .Jim 
United States Education Comrnis- presidents, and three of them Robinson. Kozen, a 6'3 senior 
sioner-Harold Howe says private are still living. from North Tonawanda, hit for 
schools should open their doors The School of Mm;ic has the 27 against Ithaca and was called to gifted but poor youngsters. largest enrollment in its history. 
He told those attending the by Coach Hugh Hurst, "the best 
annual conference of independent W. Grant Egbert was only 23 all-around player we faced." 
schools, in New York City that years old when he founded the Baum is a 6'6 sophomore out of 
the term "culturally deprived" Ithaca Conservatory of Music, Elmont. He popped in 24 for 
applies to students of exclusive now Ithaca College. 
schools as well as to youngsters Bridgeport. Hailing from Dunel-
in the slums. He said association When the Ithaca Conservatory len, N.J., Robinson, a 6'2 junior, 
between slum children and those of Music-now Ithaca College-- was high man against the Bomb-
more privileged would be bene- opened its doors in September, ers with 39 in one contest. 
ficial to both. 1892, the city of Ithaca had been Rounding out the team are two 
He called private schools gen- designated as the healthiest com- fine shooting guards, Eric Pitman 
erally superior to public schools munity in New York State. A few 
and added that he thought it un- of LeMoyne and Edward Eberle 
fortunate only 3 per cent of the years later an epidemic in the from the University of Buffalo. 
nation's school children are able city nearly closed down the Con- The LeMoyne captain is a 6' sen-
to attend them. servatory. ior from Skaneateles who im-
THINK SPRING-WEEKEND ! ! ! 
Shamrocks In· I1reland1 
Green Beer JLn Ithaca 
pressed the Ithacans with his 
leadership, defense and hustle, 
while scoring 15 points. A 6'2 
sophomore from Buffalo, Eberle 
poured in 30 points for the Bulls 
against Ithaca. 
The University of Bridgeport 
was picked as the best team the 
UPI-This is the day when names are Bombers faced this season. 
changed to "O'Cohen" and "O'Svenson" ... 
when the gentle rose and the haughty 
lily step aside for the shamrock . . . or 
"seamrog" as it is known in the Irish 
brogue. 
It is St. Patrick's Day ... the feast of 
St. Patrick ... the patron saint of Ireland 
who, according to legend, chased the snakes from the Emerald 
Isle lo these_ many centuries ago. 
The true Irishman believes there is only one true shamrock 
... that it is not a clover ... that it never flowers ... and is 
not only a native of the "ould sod" but refuses to grow any-
where else. 
As early as 1571, the shamrock was mentioned in literature 
as being a food. It wasn't until the end of the 17th century that 
the shamrock began being a symbol of Ireland. 
From the year 432 when St. Patrick went to Ireland as a 
missionary bishop until his death in 463 the patron saint built 
over 300 churches and baptized more than 120-thousand per-
sons. There is a saying that goes ... "St. Patrick found Ireland 
all heathen and left it all Christian." 
The island in the Atlantic Ocean just west of Great Britain 
that became independent in 1949 is one of the most colorful 
spots in the world. The sides of the hills, planted with wheat, 
com, barley and other grains, resemble a huge patch-work quilt. 
Woe be to the traveler who should stop an Irishman and 
ask. where such and such a place is. The answer is always cour-
teous ... the information correct ... but the "down the road 
apiece" could be a city block or the equivalent of a 20.,mile 
hike with full field pack. 
The country of Ireland is about the size of the state of 
Kansas wtih a population of roughly three and one-half million. 
Each of Ireland's 26 counties is known for something different. 
County Dublin is the artistic, intellectual and business cen-
ter of Ireland. Kerry is famous for its wooded mountains and 
the lakes of Killarney. Waterford is known for its delicate cut 
glass : .. Donegal for tweed cloth. Probably the most famous 
Insh county is County Cork ... home of the legendary blarney 
stone. The story goes that those who kiss the blarney stone re-
ceive the power of sweet, flattering speech ... hence "you're 
full of blarney." . 
As a few tips to. possible visitors to Ireland . women 
should never dress too <laringly. The Irish people are very proud 
... watch what you say. Ireland has no juvenile delinquency 
p:oblem ... parents are strict. There are few psychiatrists in 
Ireland ... the people are generally a happy lot. Travel light 
Schneeweiss 
To Publish· 
Stephen Schneeweiss, assistant 
professor of health at Ithaca Col-
lege, is the author of an article 
entitled "The use of psychodrama 
in the teaching of health" which 
is scheduled to appear in the 
June issue of the "Canadian 
Journal of Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation." 
Dnvesti.gation 
Onto Haircut 
Coercion 
A probe is under way in Mo-
bile ... 
Its object--to learn whether 
teachers and administrators used 
coercion in getting certain mop-
haired teen-agers to cut their 
hair. 
The story by now is classic. 
Following mod styles, boys and 
girls wore bangs that obscured 
vision. The principal at Azalea 
Road Junior High outlawed the 
long hair. The order wasn't com-
pletely followed. The boys and 
girls were brought to the office. 
The hair was cut. 
Some of the teens complained 
to a local radio station that they 
were offered the choice of a 
haircut or expulsion. Some par-
ents complained that teachers 
held students during the hair-
cuts. 
. . . porters are scarce in Ireland. One good way to see rural 
Ireland is by bicycle. 
Finally, a simple recipe on how to make blarney stones for 
those who really want to get into the swing of St. Patrick's Day. 
Sift together one and three-quarter cups of sifted flour, one 
teaspoon of salt and two and one-half teaspoons of baking pow-
der. Mix in one-third cup of shortening, one cup of crushed 
shredded wheat biscuits and three-quarter cup of milk. Divide 1. 
the dough in half, pat into circles one-half inch thick and cut 2. 
each into four. Bake 20 minutes on a moderately hot greased 3. 
griddle. Serve with fresh butter or cherry or strawberry pre- 4. 
serves. 5. 
The school superintendent is 
investigating. 
ANSWERS TO TRIVIA 
(Continued from page 7) 
Bobby Hull 
Montt>elier 
Walter Lantz 
Humphrey Penniworth 
Max Fleischer 
by Eric Shepard 
A member of the I.C. Ski Team works out on the I.C. 
"Matterhorn." 
Io Co Ski Slope 
continue to race. Ski racers seem 
to be a breed apart. They thirst 
for speed and perfection in their 
style. For the minutes they are 
on a course they control tre 
mountain. 
The Ithaca ski team is no ex-
ception to this feeling. Every 
weekend since before Christmas 
they have traveled all over the 
East to compete in races. Most of 
the time their trips have been 
cut short because of the lack of 
a budget. They are self sufficient, 
sometimes racing without eating 
beforehand. The lack of snow and 
adequate training opportunities 
and facilities has also handi-
capped them. 
"In the mundane commonplace occurrences of everyday 
life try a completely unique experience"-an afternoon at the 
Ithaca College Ski Slope. 
The ski slope under the jurisdiction of MIAA and ;\fr. 
Eugene DeLuca, is operated for and by the students. Ski patrol-
men and lift operators are students. 
In spite of these adversities 
they have managed to have a suc-
cessful season. Jed-Pierre Lipsky 
has been the brightest spot for 
the IC racers. Lipsky moved from 
Class C to Class B this season. 
Peter Burrell, Peter Gilpatric, 
Chris Blades and D. Henry Hig-
gins placed well in Class C and 
showed improvement in each 
race. Geoff White skiing for only 
his fifth year moved up to Class C 
and showed the form that won 
him the Section V championships 
last year. Charlie Trantum . was 
the most improved racer on the 
team. 
Over the vacation the skiers 
will continue to train and race at 
their own expense. They plan to 
attend races at Mt. Sunapee, N.H., 
Stowe, Vt., Sugarloaf, Me., and 
Mt. Snow, Vt. Lipsky will compete 
in the American Hahnankamm at 
Jay Peak in Northern Vermont. 
When the snow is gone the 
boys plan to continue their train-
ing programs. Co-captains Bur-
rell and Lipsky will leave the 
confines of the U.S. to pur-
sue their skiing. Burrell plans 
to travel to Portillo, Chile, site 
of the 1966 Skiing World Cham-
pionships. He will spend his sum-
mer training and working at this 
ski resort. Lipsky will travel to 
Val D'Sesere, France, home of 
famed skier Jean-Claude Killy, to 
train. Chris Blades will continue 
his interest in cross country ski-
ing by training with Warren 
Chivers ex Olympic champion. 
In the spring, the team as a 
whole will again compete as an 
informal bicycle group. They will 
train and enter various cycling 
events to keep their legs in tone. 
Plans are now being formu-
lated for next year. It is hoped 
that the team will obtain a budget 
and therefore be able to compete 
at more and better races. 
With an increase in their abil-
ity and strength, next year 
promises to be a success for all 
members. The trophies they ac-
quired this year on display in 
the gym. Next year there will be 
more to add. 
It is my hope thi;it they achieve 
their goals. They have worked 
hard to get where they are and 
deserve to be helped to go high-
er. They have the ability and they 
most certainly_ have the desire. 
In the past there have been rumors that the hope has not 
been working. These may be true but lately it's been a master-
piece of perfection with few breakdowns. 
After last week's snowstorm an Ithacan photographer and 
I took a trip to the I.C. Matterhorn. It truly is a unique ex-
perience full of skiing fun for all abilities. 
When you arrive at the slope, which is open from 3: 15 to 
5 :30 if thee is snow, you strap on your skis in front of the base 
lodge. Perched in the lone window of this edifice sits the lift op-
erator. It is his job, I'm told, to help people on the lift and to 
space t1"!em so the rope doesn't get overloaded. 
·· There are no lift lines or lift tickets to contend with. Once 
you are ready you take hold of the rope and are whisked off 
to the top. While on the way up you must make a choice. If 
the top looks treacherous you may elect to get off at the mid-
station. If, however, you feel brave you may continue up the 
"head wall." Upon your arrival at the summit a little vellow 
contraption know as a skiddo will be occupied by another lift 
operator. This man's job is to start and stop the 1946 truck 
located in the building you observe in the distance. 
. Once you have released the rope you may go to either the 
nght or left. Chances are the trail on the right, newly built by 
the ski team last year, will be closed. Therefore for safety's 
sake you veer to the left. 
For about ten yards you walk through a pine grove only 
to emerge into a cleari_!1_g with a breathtaking view of the lake 
and that other school. Here you may find 10-15 people standing 
around waiting for someone to go first. You may also see a series 
of bamboo poles stuck in the snow. You may also notice some 
boys going through these same poles, knocking them over, fall-
ing down, and climbing back up to try again. This will un-
doubtedly be the ski team. 
Sick of waitif!g for someone else, you push off and pick the 
best way down. If you don't fall you glide easily over snow 
enjoying ever minute of the run. 
Back at the base lodge a few more people· have arrived 
but still there is no line. So up you go again and again and again 
... Soon your aching muscles can't stand it any longer.You 
take your skis off and trudge back to the dorm confident that 
you will not study tomorrow afternoon either (if there is snow). 
Ski Team Takes 3rd Place 
Skiing over a course dotted 
with bare spots, Charlie Tran-
tum was able to capture 3rd place 
in the Class D section of the 
West Mountain Giant Slalom. 
The only other competitors on 
the LC. team who managed to 
stand up raced in the Class C sec-
tion. CO-Captain Peter Burrell, 
recovering from an injured ankle 
completed the fastest run of the 
Ithaca racers, taking 8th place. 
Finishing 1 second behind Bur-
relll was Peter "Gilly" Gilpatric 
who placed 10th. Chris Blades, 
the only other LC. competitor to 
finish placed 14th. Jed-Pierre 
Lipsky, Ithaca's top competitor 
fell and was disqualified. Before 
the race Geoff Write fell and 
suffered an injured leg. Because 
of this he was unable to compete. 
During the vacation the team 
will continue to race. The first 
weekend of the break the boys 
will compete in the Mt. Sunapee 
downhill. The following two 
weekends they will travel to .Jay 
Peak in Vermont and to Sugar-
loaf in Maine . 
Jean-Calude Killy, billed as the 
world's greatest skier showed 
championship form at the North 
American Championships' last 
weekend. At Cannon Mountain 
in Franconia, N .H. Killy took 
f4"st place in downhill, giant 
slalom and the slalom. 
The best the young American 
team could do was a 3rd in the 
downhill by Jim Barrows and a 
2nd by Jim Heuga in the slalom. 
Heuga turned in a fantastic time 
finishing only 7 hundredths of a 
second behind Killy. 
Killy lead the French team to 
victory and also took sole control 
of the World Cup. The World Cup 
is a new innovation given to the 
skier with the fewest FIS points 
in International competition. Fin· 
ishing second to the French were 
the Austrians. 
Next weekend the teams travel 
to Vail Colorado for the Ameri-
can International Team aRces. 
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On The -Slate 
by Gene Slater 
Pct Ci~ino. Bob Rodgers is an adequate catcher and Bobby 
Kno'?p 1s a flawless fielder. Jim Fregosi is a colorful ballplayer 
and IS a gre:3t hustler. The outfield is headed by the man who 
ha~ been bmlt up as_ the next American League Superstar, Rick 
Rc1char_dt. He's a big bonus boy and so far is living up to his 
Turning our attention to the Junior Circuit, the American reputation. Jose Cardenal holds down centerfield. Other pitchers 
League, we see developing a real dogfight. I look for one of the who J?USt com_e through are Marcilleno Lopez and the previous 
closest races I'_ye seen in years now that the Yankees have come mentioned twirlers. Flashy dub needs better pitching. Not 
Oswego Be2rtt:§ 
lo<Co li3=3 
back down to the rest of the League. enough depth. 
BALTIMORE. The defending World Champs look too . NEW YORK. Might be a sympathetic pick but I don't 
good. They made no major trades during the winter feeling beh_ev_e t?e Yanks are a tenth place ballclub although as I look at 
that their team is set to defend their title with basically the thc~r mf1eld I shudder. Charlie Smith is fair, nothing out of the 
same material. The Birds lineup is so set that Minor Lea,gue ordinary. Ruben Amaro is _lucky to be a Major Leaguer let alone 
superstar, Mi~c Epstein is having trouble breaking into the hne- a starter. Horace Clarke 1s young and makes mistakes but he 
up. TI1e Orioles have the experience of a pressure drive under and ~aro have never worked ~ogcther. As far as first is con-
their belts, and some of the youngsters have benefited from it. cernc~ it depends on how the Mantle experiment comes out. 
With the triple crown winner, Frank Robinson, the Birds have a Knowmg the courage Mantle has shown throughout his star 
big punch. Even if Robinson does tail off to an average year studded c51reer Y';>U ca!1~t help but pull for the great one. He has 
this year, it will still mean a 300 batting average, 100 RBI's to. make it ,on h1~ ability as Major Leaguers don't give you a 
and 30 home runs, which isn't bad for an average ·year. Th~ thmg. Herc s hoping that the man who can hit baseballs out of 
other Robinson, Brooks, is still class as far as I'm concerned. Grand Cany~m can make it at first. The outfield is good, as 
Brooks tailed off at the end of last year but is still, Mr. Third- Ton:i, Tresh is_ a gi:eat all around ballplayer as is Jolting Joe 
baseman. Boog Powell proved he has matured the way he hit Pe_p1tone. In nght 1s un?eralded Bill Robinson. He has a great 
in the clutch. Aparicio and Dave Johnson provide strength up ~mor League ~red~nt1als and may make it big. Catcher 
the middle., The rugged scared catcher, Andy Etceberren, who Elston _Howard 1s agmg and doesn't have much left. Look for 
looks like Boris Karloff up close, has come of age. If the Birds Jake Gibbs t~ do_ a lot of the receiving. Pitching isn't that bad. 
do have a weakness it is in their pitching. Try and tell the Mel Sto~tlem1re 1s the_ be~t 20 game loser in the Majors. Jim 
Dodgers that the Orioles have a weak pitching staff. If their Bouton is cap'!b_le of wmnmg , he_ just has to find himself. They 
wings stay healthy throughout the season the O's could turn the have ~een wa_1tmg for A~ Downmg for a few years and if he 
race into a rout. Steve Barber is their ace and if the cocky left- ~oesn t _make 1t this year 1t could be his last. Why Whitey Ford 
hander stays right he can throw smoke. Jim Palmer and Dave is ha11~ng on I don't know. He is too old and should get out 
~IcNally have great stuff and now have confidence. Their bull- now. Why should_he pull a Warren Spahn and become a hanger. 
pen has depth with the hardthrowing Ed Watt being the top Yanks may surprise a lot of Yankee Haters as they won't stand 
reliever. World Series hero Moe Drabowsky seems to have found pat. 
-:ss.""'- ', ' 
., ~ . <-~!!);-:? .. 
~- t 
' ' 
the Fountain of Youth. Don't worry about overconfidence hit- KANSAS CITY. The A's have the new look in the Ameri-
ting the Orioles because the hard driving ex-Marine, Hank can L1:a~e. They ar!! an extremely young club and have an 
Bauer won't stand for it. If the Baby Birds winds stay in shape, enthu~1ast1c manager _m Al Dark. General Manager Charley Fin-
watch out. ley will stop at nothmg when it comes to promotion gimmicks 
MINNESOTA. The Twins had a terrific letdown last year and_ h1; h~ the _money to pump into the A's. Dark is the leadino-
but have the team to come bounding back. They were a busy opturust 11?- their camp. He thinks their pitching will keep the~ 
team during the trading season, giving_up a lot in Camilio close. Their staff is so young it is unbelievable. They have sec-
Pascual, Don Mincher, and Jim Hall. They picked up Dean ond half of the season sensation, 12-1, Jim Nash. Also Chuck 
Chance, who has the material to regain his form. He could fit Dob~on, bonus boy ~ew Krause,. John~ Blue Moon, Odom, Jim, 
into the starting rotation with Jim Katt, who is coming off of a Catfish, Hunter, Gil Blanc_o, fireballmg reliever, Wes Stock, 
great year, Jim Grant and young Dove Boswell. The other and old pro Jake Acker. \V1th those youthful arms it looks as 
starting berth is up for grabs but many rookies are fighting for though the A c51mp will be battling for jobs. Powerful Roger 
it. Offensively they have the slick hitting, bat throwing, left- Repoz played wmter ~all and has so much potential that every 
hander, Tony Oliva. In just 3 short years Oliva has gained the year he matures he Wlll be that much better. Bert Campaneris 
respect of the entire league. He is one of the toughest outs in the ~as speed to spare and will be bunting much more. Ed Charles 
game today. The flashy, temperamental Boilo, "don't call me is expected to bounce back after an off year. Joe Nossek came 
Zorro," Versailles is erra,tic but when he wants can be the best on fast last year and is also still learning. All eyes will be on 
long ball threat banning Harmon Kilelbrew and big-Bob Allison. colelge phenomena, Rick Monday. In summing up the A's it 
Twms plus marks are proverbial 300 hitter in Oliva, nucleus seems as though they will definitely have all eyes on them' as 
of fine pitching staff, and more desire instilled, in them. Their the are young, talented, and confident. Many questions will be 
questionmarks are dissension on the pitching staff with the ~nswered ear_ly, such as, how good are their arms, is Jim Nash 
canning of John Sain. Twins must get top effort from Chance JuSt a flash m the pan, and how will the public take to their 
and must have trades come through for them. Look for a multicolored uniforms. 
by R. Hults 
Tony Diagostino, 14, fires a shot at Oswego's downed goalie. 
hustling ballclub with the material to make themselves heard. WASHINqTO:r:,I. Nice guy Manager Gil Hodges has his 
DETROIT. The Tigers suffered through a disastrous year work_ cut out with his Senators. They have fair power headed by 
last year which was marred by the death of their manager, massive Frank Howard and the other Allen, Richie's yol!_n_ger 
Charlie Dressen. The Bengals have one of the finest outfielders brother, Hank. They have a steady defense with Ken McMul-
in the game, that being Al Kaline. They had the starting: All Star l~n and Ed Brinkman. The emphasis is on youth but it looks 
pitcher in Dennis McLain, and an ex-batting champ m Norm hk~ a Jong year. 1:hey se~m to have an unexciting club and 
Cash. That is the nucleus of a pennant contending club. If ~heir P1.tchmg staff 1s nothmg to wi:ite home about. Phil. Ortega 
catcher Bill Freehan can come around it could be a big lift is erratic. They have a bullpen ace m Casey Cox, and with that 
to the squad. The Tigers biggest asset could very well be the team he can expect a lot of work. Every year the Nats call for a 
acquisition of pitching coach John Sain who some regard the best youth movemen_t but something always goes wrong and this year 
in the business. He has some real promising talent to work sh_ould be no different. Maybe Leo Durocher was right about 
with. This staff is headed by McLain, but he has some pretty Gil when he said, "Nice guys finish list." 
by Eric Shapard 
Robert Aloian, 15, lets fly with a slap shot in the Oswego game. 
fair company with the likes of Earl Wilson, Billy Monbouquette, BOSTON. New manager Dick Williams is in for a long year. 
ivlickey Lolich, and Dave Wickersham. Their hitting is very The sooner the Sox get out of Fenway Park the better for them. 
solid with Kaline, Freehan, Cash, and handyman Mickey Stan- No wond1:r pitchers can't fall asleep on that team with that 
ley. \Villie Horton is being counted on very hi~hly by manager short leftf1led wall. They have an excellent outfield with Rock 
Mayo Smith. If the Tigers get a few surprismg performances and Roll _singer Tony_Sonigelaro, Carl Yaztremski, who plays 
they could go all the way. the wall hke he ?W!ls 1t: He has a picture swing and is a great 
USE ITHACAN CLASS I Fl EDS 
CHICAGO. The hitless wonders are always a strong con- all around. The infield 1s young. They have All Star firstbase-
tending team playing the same type of ball the Dodgers play. !11an G1;orge Scott, also Joe Foy may play third. Rico Petricelli 
TI1ey rely on tough pitching, tight defense, and few mistakes. 1s ~rr~t1c at short. but he's only a kid. Pitching is what will give 
Their pitching staff is one of the finest and youngest around. Willaims grey hairs and he may be the next to go in the Reds 
Thev have hard throwing Gary Peters, curveballing Joel Hor- continual managerial musical chairs. They have Jim Longberg 
Jen,~ veteran John Buzhardt, and ageless knuckleballing Hoyt who ~ould be called their ace, that's how bad things are. They 
Wilhelm. The White Sox must get hitting if they are to go any- got nd of three good twirlers in Wilson, Radatz, and Monbou-
where. Pete \Vard reported to camp in excellent shape and is quette. They have Don McMahon and Lee Strange, along with 
in a comeback stage. Moose Skowron is getting older but still sore armed Dave Morehead. Red Sox get a lot of runs but give 
can play Iongball. You don't know how the Sox stay close year up too many. Tenth place for Beantowners and a new manager 
after year but they do and are one of the most consistent ball- next year. 
IHloil'eil 
lLeonarc!lo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
273-1893 
105 N. Aurora St. 
ITHACA COLLEGE FINAL 1966-67 VARSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
clubs in either league. There will be special interest given to two 
platers on the Ch1Sox. They being the pinchhitters of all times, 
Smokey. Burgess, and rookie of the year, speedy centerfielder 
Tom A,e:ee. The Saxs could have a long year if they get usual hit-
ting. Not a winner but they will be pesky. 
Field Goals Free Throws Shots Rebounds Points 
CLEVELAND. The Indians have a new manager in Joe 
Adcock. The thing that he is concerned with mainly are the 
number of mistakes the Injuns made last year in losing close 
ballgames. He is bearing down on the club and is really working 
them in Spring training. He is working on two pupils primarily 
who are coming off of bad years. They are Max Alvis who has 
made no progress over the past 3 years, and Vic Davillio who 
also slumped last year. These are two important players who 
must produce if the Tribe is to go anywhere. Dick Radatz must 
regain his fireman form and Sudden Sam McDowell must shake 
his sore arm. McDowell, by the way, may have acquired his 
sore arm, not from throwing a baseball, but from tipping a few, 
as he was arrested the other day for drunk driving. On Sam's 
left arin rest much of the Indians hopes for 1967 as he has been 
called the next Koufax by many. Don't knock the "Rock" 
Colavito shows no signs of his age and is a constant long ball 
threat. Dissatisfied Sonny Siebert has quit his moaning and has 
joined the fold ready for another productive year. General Man-
a_ger Gabe Paul says there are five Indians in whose hands rest 
the fate of the Tribe this year. These five are, Rocky Colavito, 
Fred Whitfield, the big swinging firstsacker, Max Alvis, Vic 
Davillio, and Sam McDowell. If their shoulders carry the load 
and their pitching holds they will be heard from. 
LOS ANGELES. Who will replace Dean Chance on the 
Angels staff? That is the big question. Thl:;Y have some fine 
young arms headed by Jim McGlothin and Jorge Rubio. They 
are young with strong_ arms and could very well fill the bill. The 
Angels got a lot for Chance in Don Mincher, Jimmy Hall, and 
Name 
Greg Albano (Irvington, NJ) 
Mike Steele (Owego) 
Don Bahrenburg (Montclair, NJ) 
Don Andrejko (Binghamton) 
David Barton (Pine Plains) 
Dale.Dirk 
(Webster) 
Steven Burr (Painted Post) 
Stanley Pratt (Bolton Landing) 
Richard Miller (Ithaca) 
John Gustafson (Branford, Conn.) 
Bill Gustafson (Branford, Conn.) 
Brian Truhn (Unadilla) 
Others 
Ithaca Totals 
Games Made Pct. Made Pct. Missed No. Avg. 
23 118 .498 71 .526 183 287 12.5 
19 
23 
21 
23 
20 
18 
22 
18 
11 
13 
9 
5 
23 
113 
105 
67 
71 
44 
39 
34 
31 
25 
15 
5 
12 
679 
.420 
.393 
.379 
.470 
.463 
.421 
.459 
.413 
.625 
.385 
.333 
.400 
.434 
65 
41 
45 
35 
35 
23 
28 
17 
7 
9 
4 
12 
392 
.730 
.621 
.865 
.673 
.603 
.622 
.651 
.630 
.412 
.692 
.571 
.800 
.642 
179 
187 
117 
99 
74 
70 
55 
54 
25 
28 
13 
21 
1105 
40 
155 
56 
56 
33 
53 
100 
37 
46 
33 
10 
12 
1080 
2.1 
6.7 
2.7 
2.6 
1.7 
2.9 
4.6 
2,1 
4.2 
2.6 
1.1 
24 
46.8 
No. Avg. 
92 307 13.3 
26 291 15.4 
84 251 10.9 
26 179 8.5 
68 177 7.7 
39 123 6.2 
28 101 5.6 
51 96 4.4 
14 79 44 
11 57 5.2 
10 39 3.0 
13 14 1.6 
7 36 7,2 
449 1750 76.1 
Opponents Totals 23 679 .452 382 .615 1061 1086 46.8 403 1740 75.6 
_ITHACA-Greg Albano, 6'5 sophomore center from Irvington, ~-J. led the Ithaca College 
varsity basketball team (11-12) in scoring during the 1966-67 season with 307 points for a 13.3 
average. Mike Steele, 6' junior guard from Owego was second on 291 points in 19 games for a 
15.4 mark. Albano was the top rebounder with 287 grabs. Don Bahrcnburg, 6'4 sophomore for-
ward out of Montclair, N.J. was second with 155. 
CD..ASSBFIED ADS 
KEYMAR CERAMICS STUDIO 
Just opened - Como Ill und muko your 
own-
333 Coddington Rd. 
Open !rum: 
:-r-~' 11 ·Jo nm .. 9 :OO p,m 
Sn.t. 11 :Jo u..m .• 5 :30 p.m. 
273,8839 
COC"XSE!.IXG OX .\LTER:-1.\TIVES 
TO THE DR.\FT - Open 1·3 p.m. 
~ton. thru Snt. - SC'IPct1vt• Sen·icc 
~~-~~713~Jag~~rvico. 306 N. Aurora 
,v.\TCH OUT Puerto H.1co • Herc ·we 
t~omt• I 
DOX'T FOH,GEr the E.:tcl'clrint• 
\\"E'IU, PSYCIIED - L, ~t. P. 
RIUSSIELL'S 1oooDDOOJ 
SIERVICIE ~ 
STATBON 
211 W. STATE ST. 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Open 24 Hours-7 Days 
273-3711 
1rlhle !Oell'lby 
Coclkil'ail Lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. - 272-9715 
• 
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WoiloC.B 
Sports First 
The sports broadcasting team 
of Don Berman and Bob Makit-
ten made WICB history last 
week as they reported live cov-
erage of Ithaca College hockey 
on the road 
Both the first and third rounds 
of the Finger Lakes Hockey Play-
off Tournament were sent back 
to Ithaca from Oswego. Last Fri-
day IC dropped a 13-3 decision 
to champion Oswego, and on 
Saturday, in the third round, 
Buffalo defeated IC 4-3 in the 
last second of play. 
The WICB Sports Department 
also broadcasted six hockey con-
tests from Lynah Rink for the 
first time this year, in addition 
to all home basketball affairs. 
Next month, baseball will begin 
and all games at South Hill Field 
will be covered on WICB AM-
FM. 
Plans are being made for ex-
panded coverage next fall as the 
football season opens at Lehigh. 
Said Sports Director Berman, 
"We've had an active and capa-
ble group of men handling 
sports, and most of them should 
benefit from all this experience." 
A.P. Basketball 
Team Picked 
(UPI) - New York - The 1967 
college basketball Little All-
America as selected by The A$-
sociated Press on the basis of 
103 votes from sports writers and 
broadcasters: 
First Team 
Wrestling Team Improved Expanded 
by Lorry Hinton Vars1· ty 
The 1966-67 varsity wrestling best record was Co-captain Bob 
season is over, and looking back Franciamone, who went through 
to the 1965-66 record. this year the entire twelve matches with Season 
was quite an improvement over an unbeaten and untied record. 
last. Last year, the varsity grap- Franciamone is just one of four 
piers had a record of four wins outstanding regulars who will not 
and eight losses. The first two be returning next year. The other 
meets of this year gave an indi- seniors include the other Co-
cation of good things to come as captain, Gary Foote, Howie Peir, 
the Bombers squeaked by the ano, and Neil DeRosa, all of 
University of Buffalo and One- whom contributed immensely to 
onta State. Although they were this year's cause. Incidentally, 
then beaten by perennial small- Franciamone is now 34-2 over his 
college powerhouse Lock Haven, three year varsity career. Junior 
the squad bounced back to take Mike Turco, who also had a fine 
three consecutive victories over year, is one of the several who 
Brockport, Clarkson and Hart- will be returning next year. 
wick. The next three matches, Looking back over the frosh 
however, saw the results just re- squad's season, they started slow-
versed, as the Bombers suffered ly, but came on strong at the 
three consecutive defeats. Vic- end of the campaigin to finish 
torious over the Ithacans in that with a 7-6 record. Coach John 
stretch were Mansfield, Oswego, Polo's squad had a 2-5 record 
and Wilkes. Then, on February early in the year, beating only 
25, truly one of the highlights Buffalo and Oneonta. However, 
of the season occurred in the they won five of their last six, 
South Hilll Gym as Coad: Broad- b e a t i n g Mansfield, Oswego, 
well's matmen met, and defeated, Orange Community College, Cort-
Syracuse University. It was only land, and R.I.T. Outstanding indi-
the second time in eleven meet- vidual marks were recorded by 
ings that I.C. has managed to Rich Goodman and Tom Hoch-
turn the trick. The Bombers split £elder, and they are among sev-
their last two matches, losing a eralo thers who will be vying for 
heartbreaker to Cortland and positions on next year's varsity 
winning a 33-5 decision over squad, hoping to replace the four 
R.I.T., to end their season with a varsity squad members who are 
7-5 log. graduating. Thus, next year's 
For Coach Herb Broadwell, varsity wrestling team should be 
1966-67 was year number 17 as comparable to this year's barring 
head wrestling coach. He's been any unforeseen circumstances. 
at J.C. since 1950 and in that The· freshman teams, of course, 
time his teams have compiled an go on a year-to-year basis and it 
overall record of 86 wins, 78 remains to be seen just what kind 
losses and two draws. of a squad Coach Polo will have 
This year's individual with the to work with next winter. 
Baseball Team In Practice 
ITHACA-An all-time high of 
35 varsity contests has been 
scheduled for the spring in track, 
golf, tennis, and lacrosse, it was 
announced by Carlton Wood, Ith-
aca College director of athletics. 
Schedu_les were also announced 
for freshman baseball and track. 
Tbe varsity track team will 
take on Rochester Tech for the 
first time, and will compete in 
two triangular meets with Mans-
field and Roberts Wesleyan, and 
the University of Buffalo and 
Niagara. 
Lacrosse will be played on the 
varsity level for the first time 
since 1951. 
The schedules: 
VARSITY TRACK 
(Coach-Mearl H. Greene) 
April 15, at Rochester Univer-
sity; 18, at Cortland; 22, Hart-
wick; 25, Rochester Tech; 29, at 
Brockport. 
May 3, Oswego; 6, Mansfield 
(Roberts Wesleyan); IO, at Buf-
falo University (Niagara); 13, at 
Harpur. 
FRESHMAN TRACK 
(Coach-John Shisler) 
April 15, at Rochester Univer-
sity; 18, at Cortland; 22, at Wyo-
ming Seminary; 25, Moha\1.k Val-
ley Community College; 29, at 
Brockport. 
May 3, Oswego; 6, at Oswego 
Invitational; IO, at Buffalo Uni-
versity (Niagara); 13, Manlius. 
Walt Frazier, Suthern Illinois. 
Height, 6-foot-3. Class, junior. by Alex B. Block 
GOLF 
(Coach-Herbert Broadwell) 
April 18, Mansfield; 21, Cort-
land; 24, at Rochester Tech; 26, 
at Hobart. 
May 2, at Cortland (BrockpOrt); 
5, Harpur; 8, at LeMoyne; 11, at 
Utica; 12, Oswego. 
Hometown, Atlanta, Ga. · The baseball team continues in- ous and he only missed one day 
Earl Monroe, Winston-Salem, door pre-season workouts in of practice. 
N.C., State. 6-3, senior, Philadel-phia. preparation for the spring trip Catcher Miller was bit on the 
Sam Smith, Kentucky Wesley- through the South. finger tips and also required a 
an, 6-7, senior, Hazard, Ky. The infield worked together day off of rest. Both men are 
Phil Jackson, North Dakota, for the first time last week as back in action. 
6-8, senior, Williston, N.D. the team traveled to the cage at More serious is an ankle sprain 
Mel Cox, Central Washington, Cornell. According to Coach to Craig Fox. Fox returned from 
6-5, senior, Coulee City, Wash. Wood the infield is set except at teaching block on crutches and 
Second Team first base. is not expected to make the south-
\ TENNIS 
(Coach-Alan Estey) 
April 15, Hobart; 19, Hamilton; 
22, at Brockport; 25, Oswego; 27, 
at Cortland; 29, at Rochester 
Tech. 
May 2, Harpur; 6, at Hartwick; 
10, at Utica; 13, at LeMoyne. 
Al Tucker, Oklahoma Baptist, The first base job, up for grabs, ern swing. LACROSSE 
C. A. Core, Southeastern Louisi- is between Brian Trubn, Gary Senior Rich Hinell, catcher (Coach-William) Ware 
ana. Don Carlos, Otterbein. El- April 8, Rochester Tech; 15, at 
burt Miller, Nevada Southern, Wallace, and Bob Swadling. switched to pitcher, has sore arm Bucknell; 22, at Rochester Tech; 
John Dickson, Arkansas State. "Truhn played some first base problems which have hampered 26, at Rochester University; 29, 
Third Team last year because we knew we'd his development. Hartwick. 
need one this spring," according The team will have indoor May 3, Rochester University; Henry Logan, Western Caro-
lina. Glynn Saulters, Northeast 
Louisiana. Wayne Proffitt, Lynch-
burg, Willie Scott, Alabama State. 
Rod McDonald, Whitworth. 
to Wood. Truhn incidentally was practice games at the Cornell 6, at Brockport. 
shaken up last week when a cage tonight and tomorrow to FRESHMAN BASEBALL 
batted ball hit bis batting helmet. m~ke final adjustments before (Coach-Hugh Hurst) 
Also temporarily shaken were headip.g south. April 15, Cornell; 21, Colgate; 
------------- Paul Giroux and Richie Miller. Coach wood has named nine- 22, at Brockport (doubleheader); 
Giroux's nose . was hit by a teen boys who will make the 26,Cornell; 28, at Cortland; 29, 
Hobart. 
ball, but the injury was not seri- spring tour, and will add two or May 2, Cortland; 6, at Cornell; 
three names after today's scrim- 8, at Oswego; 9, at Cornell; 12, 
mage. , at Colgate; 13, at Syracuse. 
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Sports Scope 
by Alex Block 
The lives of three men, any life of any real value to them 
their livelihood is in jeopardy. Their crime was to succumb t~ 
the. pressures of their jobs. It had been done before, probably 
not as crudely, and it will surely be done again. 
Pete Elliot, .Harry Combes, and Howard Braun are the 
men, all coaches at the University of Illinois. They doled out 
spending money, and funds in emergencies to athletes at their 
midwestern ir,stitution. Their crime was getting caught. 
In an age when ethics in business and agnculture are al-
most nonexistent; and the U.S. government subsidizes anyone 
who can think (research), anyone who can -not think ( the pov-
erty program), and anyone who can help them in any way 
(CIA and the National Student Assn.) a little cheating is easil\" 
tolerated. · , 
And to pick on Illinois, whom the rest of the big ten fears 
athletically as much as Clay fears Zora Folley, makes the severe 
penalties assessed seem bizarre. 
The three men aforementioned are to be fired, or Illinois is 
to show cause why they should not be booted out of the "Big 
big, big ten." Fear and disbelief. ' 
Of course Illinois will fight it but if it comes down to 3 
choice, the conference will win, and the three men will lose. 
The judges, and jurors in the case are the other nine athletic 
directors, many of whom have been up for similar offenses and 
come away laughing. These nine pillars of justice sit back and 
say, "tisk, tisk 1s it not shameful what those three did." Those 
same nine will go back after having passed judgment and sit in 
their respective offices. to reflect on their decision. Only to be 
interrupted by some athlete coming in to get his weekly pay 
check. But that is all right, they didn't get caught. 
At a time when athletics is big business, and alumni dona-
tions to produce winners are forced on coaches such a severe 
penalty is ridiculous. 
Coll:&ate athletics has been taken away from the student 
bodies wfoch they represent. It almost seems the weekly par-
lay sheets are more important than the spirit which started the 
whole thing. This week's losers are three coaches at Illinois. 
Every week's losers are the American public, and the American 
college student in particular. 
Well, we can't all be perfect ... and not get caught. The 
entire affair is a sad commentary on the direction our civiliza-
tion has taken. And what is even sadder is it is going to get 
worse. Who cares? 
• .. • 
The ITHACAN proudly announces its spring 1967 sports 
staff. We feel we are prepared to bring you the finest sports 
coverage in IC history. 
Tennis will be handled by capable Pam Davis. This prettv 
little Physical Education major also covered Soccer, W AA, ( and 
will continue to do so), swimming, gymnastics, and all women's 
athletics. 
New to the newspaper family is Swinging Rick Wright. As 
Rick says: "I may be wrong, but I will always he Wright." 
Rick, a member of the team, will handle Golf. 
Also new to the staff will be Paul Wetzel, senior business 
major. Paul, a transfer from John Carroll, will capably handle 
Lacrosse. 
Larry Hinton, freshman R-TV major, will continue his 
writin_g, moving into Track and Field. Larry has previously cov-
ered Cross Country, and Wrestling, doing an excellent job. 
T .I. Hulk, the wizard of the Men's Intramural Athletic 
Association, will continue to cover men's intramurals. 
Gene "On The Slate" Slater will be handling the national 
baseball, and athletic scene in his own patented manner. In just 
three weeks Gene has become one of the most valuable assets 
the Sports Staff has. 
Since there ·has to be a loser in every group, I am going to 
cover baseball. It will be all right though, as long as they're win-
ning, eveQ_I can't bungle if. 
• • • 
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JUST SCOPING-Jack Gedney, OK's favorite hot rod, reports 
there is a new Fairlane machine in sight that will be out of sight 
... To~ Hic½s fin!shed fifth in. th~ n_ation at the national golden 
gloves fmals m Milwaukee, W1sconsm. Tom also won the finals 
at Buffalo earlier this month nettin~ the New York state title 
... the bruise Hicks carries under liis eye he received after his 
return, boxing a novice in a practice session at Cornell . . . 
,---------------------------. the man- who beat Tom went on to win the National Title ... 
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No D.oss Seasolnl 
On Friday, the girls' varsity 
basketball team ended an unde-
feated season by beating Cort-
land 38-29. 
Although I.C. was ahead at each 
intermission, the game was often 
very close. On the strength of 
their accurate foul shooting, sev-
eral times Cortland came within 
one or two points of catching up. 
Each time this happended how-
ever I.C.'s top shooter, Frannie 
Higgins came in to reestablish a 
safe lead. 
A note of thanks goes to Miss 
Carnell and Miss Lewis, Captain 
Debbie Savage, and those people 
who helped the team have such 
a successful year. 
!Roll,errfr S. ISooithiroydl 
AgelMlcy One. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need • Carefully Written 
Conncientiously Serviced 
Phone 272-8100 
312 IE. Seneca St. Ithaca, N.Y. 
hard training Don Andrejko led the hoopsters in field goal per-
centage hitting on his last twenty-seven in a row to edg_e out 
Others ... lo!}gest hole-in-one reported for 1966 to Golf Digest 
was Gerald Knapp's 410-yard ace on a Marshaltown, Iowa 
course ... Oldest man in the country ever to hit an ace is Arthur 
Waller, 90, of Cedar Grove, N.J., who sent his tee shot on a 130-
yard hole. 
Take a break from studying ! ! ! 
GOOD FOOD AT STUDENT PRICES 
Try some of our delicious varieties of Subs 
Sandwiches ... {Steak ones too') 
Onion Rings 
IL & S Carry Out & Resaurant 
122 S. Cayuga St. 273-4956 
